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Editorial:
At Long Last A Moment of Silence

22 Editorial-Silence
Editorial-Silence
Other author
's obliquely seed
11 as
author's
seed their reference"
reference' to 9/
9/11
as they
engage questions of art's power to transform
transfonn lives. Future Akins in
"Miss, Miss, Look What My Mother Sent Me from Jail," takes uuss back
to the junior
junior high classroom to .remind
remind us-as educators committed to
social change--of
change-of the importance of cultural diversity.
diversity. Our sensitivity
sensitivity
to differences, and
and the
the need to
to re-write signifiers which label
label and hold

jan jagodzinski

us hostage to stereotypes is an.
an interminable
interminable task. Community and cooperation also characterize Angela La
La Porte's social activism in
in New
Yode:
York Gty's
City's Harlem district "Intergenerational
"lntergenerational Art Education: Building

This year's journal finds many of its authors in a reflective

Community in H
arlem," discusses her research as a participant
Harlem,"

moment, affected by the still radiating and lingering pulsating light of
moment

observer. Hispanic and African American teenagers collected oral

9/11. The journal pays respect to the tragedy of that event and the

histories of volunteer senior citizens discussions about culturally and

suffering that ensued through its cover design. As caucus members,

historically relevant artwork. Such collaboration resulted
resu lted in collages

we acknowledge the magnitude of the event in the way that our lives

based on these histories
his to ries which,
whic.h, in turn, facilitated a greater

affected by the many horrific images that
thai remain forever
have been affected.

intergenerational
intergeneralional appreciation, reduced.
reduced age-related.
age-related stereotypes, and

embedded as part of A
merica's cultural
America's
cwtural memory. Besides m
myy own

provided a learning environment which fostered asense
a sense of community.

&om a Lacaruan and Deleuuan
Deleuzean
mediation on the imagery of 9/11 from

In a similar mood of critical reflection, Esther Parada
Parada's
's eloquent essay,

("Th.e Last Shard Standing"), Jim Edwards in, "Tagging a
perspective ("The

"When the Bough
80ugh Breaks: Loss of Tradition in Urban Landscape," raises

Boxcar," reflects on his motor journey through the Nevada dessert the
Boxcar/'

our
sciousness to reconsider the symbolism and cultura
OUI ecological con
consciousness
culturall

after9/ U . His meditation on lnuitart,
day after9/11.
muitart, rock art and graffiti boxcars

capital of the Elm within American history. A
A well-known photographer

he sees as he is driving, raises questions of the human need for mark

and writer of culturaJ
u S with the complexity of
cultural politics, Parada leaves us

making. As he notes, "art" as interpreted from a Western perspective

symbolic.
contradictory discourses which compete for the Elm's symbolic,
Signification.
signification.

is flof
not needed by saints and the totally insane. For the saint all things
are possessed
possessed. by an animism that is perceived as "art." For the insane,

Such reflective moments, however, were slow to emerge after
aIter 9/

art's categorical specificity
specifici ty seems to vanish. In this regard, his

11.
11, We seem to live in a society which is shOCk-proof.
shock-proof. Rather than a

meditation both complements and contrasts Laura
uura Fatall's reflection

feeling of outright numbness and silence, the airwaves w
ere filled w
with
were
ith

potential of the "Antiques
" Antiques Roadshow." Again,
on the educational potentjal

noise, much of it directed against the Arab world
faU of the World
noise.
world. The fall

defying the common acceptable categorizations of art, Fatall argues

sight!
Trade Center viewed on any number of television sets was a sight!

how such readily accessible artifacts can be a rich source of history and

citel
site we had seen before in countless Hollywood films
films.. CNN
cite/site

cultural richness. They can be explored for their educational potential.

nation'ss disbelief that such an atrocity had
seemed to reinforce the nation'
happened by continually recycling the imagery of the towers being
struck over and over again. The image in our minds became emotionally

jagodzlnski 3
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inured. One wonders whether the media treated the event as an

fourteen year old Tsistsistas woman survivor who grew up to become

aesthetic opportunity rather than a moral challenge to ask some tough

a respected elder and leader. His art (several pieces are included in the

questions about America's foreign policies? In this regard, a number

essay, "Heads
" Heads Above Grass") continue to trouble accepted official

of the essays deal with the importance of Wlderstanding
understanding the media

history by raising uncomfortable questions that refuse to go away. Like

insightful essay,
images that engulf our lives. Mike Emme's brilliantly inSightful

the haunt of those 6000 lost souls at the site/cite/sight
sHe/cite/sight of 9/
9/11
11 who

"Critical Creativity: On the Convergence of Medium Education and

demand justice before they can rest in peace, Edgar Heap of Birds, as

Media Education," makes the crucial point through an absolutely

artist, keeps vigil and insists through his art that justice for
Cor past atrocities

charming story about his son's encounter with the Mutant Ninja Turtles
Thrtles

be answered. And, it is the question of justice which haWlts
h aWlts the last

cartoon regarding the complexity of media reception and the need for

essay in this collection. A cacophony of voices, Dennis Fehr, Ed Check,

critical reflection. We are hardly the 'dupes' of media. Rather, there are

Future Akins and Karen Kiefer-Boyd document the canceling of a panel

countless ethnographic studies that point to complexities of

called "Sexual Identities and the Art Classroom" by an administrator

interpretation and internalization of ppoyular
opular culture. Emme develops

at a state art education annual conference. "Canceling the Queers:

both a differentiation as well as a coalescence between media and the

Activism in Art Education Conference Planning" is a memorial of sorts

mediums that dominate arteducation.
arleducation. He calls on a critical and creative

as well. The voices insist on justice, some cry out in the pain of having

engagement with media by art educators. Paul Duncum answers this

their identity "canceled," so as to feel less than human, without a full

call with "Wrestling with TV "Rasslin." TV wrestling stretches the

accord. of rights. The violence of structural homophobia both silences
accord

envelope as to what art educators presently consider to be the legitimate

and creates a climate of anger. To break that silence becomes a struggle

content of visual culture. Yet, it js precisely the critical analysis of such

to regain dignity and one's identity. As one author reflects, the massive

postmodern spectacularity which the field needs to explore. In contrast

"groWld zero" also describes the
gravesite in New York City known as "ground

to the "needs and gratifications" approach to media literacy which held

place that gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgendered youth experience

the field until the early 80s, Duncum recognizes the need to study media

in schools.

from a cultural studies perspective. TV wrestling is critiqued for its

Art after9/ 11? Is there enough distance now to make itpossiblef
itpossiblef

racism, xenophobia, homophobia, and familial dysfunction,
dysflUlction, as well as

Could its horror ever be represented without falling into a barbarism

its anarchy and obscenity.

of one sort or another? For all the praise it received, Steven Spielberg'S

Violence is no stranger to a globalized society. 99// 11made
Umade terrorism

Schindler's List was still toopreUy. Many years passed before Holocaust
H olocaust

a household word. The award-Winning design for the memorial will

survivors were able to find adeq
adequate
uate artistic forms (like Art

sky- a palimpsest
be two beams of light projected into the night sky-a

Spiegelman's Mt1us
MtJus II that Emme mentions in his essay) to cope with

reminder of the twin towers. Cultural memories are crucial for identity.

what they had witnessed or were finally able to reimagine. No "art"

They are reminders of a nation's resolve. Edgar H
Heap
eap of Birds

can appear about 9/11ln
9/ l1m this journal, or
o r any other as yet. NotevenArt
Not even Art

commemorates the resolve of the Tsistsistas (O\eyenne)
(Oleyenne) who were

Guagliumi's cover design which, ever so gently touches and then backs

massacred by Colonel George Custer, by honoring Moving Behind, a

away from the subject it wants to represent.

.

jagodzinski
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9/11

6 9/11-Opacity
9/ 11--OpacityofVisibility
of Visibility
(I am) is rendered as the subject of the unconscious. The je, becomes

The Last Shard Standing
Grasping the Fossil Object and the
Recollected-Image Psychoanalytically
RecOllected-Image

the 'true' subject of the symptom.
When we come to the gaze our mastery over perception fails.
Proper distance collapses as 'something' is fOWld
found not to be in its proper
'normative' pplace.
lace. Something ordinary now becomes extraordinary. It

jan jagodzinski

stands out as object a, metaphorically speaking, as a bit of the ReaL It
U
becomee 'too close' or unthinkably distant, 'too
has becom
' too far' away since the
ego is unable to grasp or contain it. It enters into the twilight zone of
ex-imate space, a pplace
lace of " impossibility." The experience is described

This meditation on the event of 9/11 emerges from a certain

ego's co-ordinate5.
co-ordinates. Strangeness, unCMUlyness,
as shattering of the
theego's
uncannyness, sllock
shock

perplexity on my part concerning an elision on Lacan's part regarding

mark its effects. The Ie
Ieis directly affected by a psychotic moment where
the object gazes or stares back.

the materiality of
Four
oJ vision as developed in Seminar
Semin ar XI (Tire
(The Fo
ur

Fundamentals of PsycJsoanalysis).
Psychoanalysis). Many cinematic theoreticians and art
historians have returned again and again to his discussions, "Of the

bl urring of s imu lated
The blurring

Gaze as Object Petit a," to establish the deflllitive distinctions between

Hollywood
HoUywood violence and the

the look and the gaze. To briefly recap this well-known territory, the

event of 9/11 places this

p erception. That is, to the initiative and
look is attributed to 'natural' perception.

complex issue of the traumatic

power of the subject as moi.
moi. This means the ability to place people and

Real in the forefront of our

things at a proper distance from the self, constitute them as objects at

concerns. The destruction of the

the ego's disposal. The ego (as mOl) has the capacity to continually

World Trade Center was m
ost
most

misrepresent and deceive itself.
itsell. The look more properly belongs to the

certainly Osamar ben Laden's

working of the spectacular imagination and not the Imaginary which,

wildest fantasy coming true. As

for Lacan, always implies a framing by the limits of perception itself,

many comme
commenntators
tators have

by that which threatens the very stability of the ego. We can never

remarked, it was impossible to watch the event- over and over again

perception, or "true infinity" in Hegel's
occupy this zone outside framed perception,.

in disbelief-without the intertextuality of the Hollywood disaster films
in mind.

infinity of geometrical
terms. We can only perceive the illUSionary false infmity
n onspace. The Imaginary presupposes the inclusion of a screened non-

spectatory dimension which Lacan attributes to the unconscious Real,

Lacan makes clear in Seminar XI that what attracts and satisfies

object a, a skewing of geometrical space into nonspecifically naming
na.m.ing it
itobjecJ

us by a trompe-l'oeil e{fectis
effect is certainly its constructed nature, its artifice.

Euclidean possibilities of ex-imate space/time. The imagination remains

Hence, when we view the images of actual destruction ...

(1 think) whereas Descartes' cogito
conftned
confined to the preconscious cognito (1
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Visibility
12 9/11-Opacity

The shard is a fetishistic
objet ' in Deleuzean
fossil objet'
''fossil
terms, an irreducibly material
object that encodes the
collective memory of the event.
embod y the
It has come to embody

In the flood of artificial light
during the night, the shard

"resilience
nation- "still
"resilience". . of a nation-

takes on an eerie feeling of

standing" as a witness to the

hard · tempered armour. It
hard·tempered

n a rration of
event that no narration
signifiers can ever adequately

stands likean
like an avatar looking on

narrate. In this sense it is a
Its lattice
recollection·object. its
shape speaks to the skeletal
bones of a building, the ruins
which
ha ve taken on a
whkh have

mysterious and magical significance. The mysteriousness of its direct
presence is captured in such a way that one might almost taste and
smell the ash and smoke of the event. The sensible body of the building
can be felt in this way.
It is presented to us as a ghostly form,
fonn,
a haunt in the distance, as if its steel

girders are made of fine,
flne, thin lace, able
to rise effortlessly above the ground.
The ggraininess
raininess of the image makes this
an affected.·image
affected·image in Deleuze's termsan image which arouses emotional and
visceral responses. Rather than opening
up forms of aaction,
ction , it oopens
pens up
experiences of time.
time, or reverie.
reverie.

as

the

excavation

work

progresses.

Its pesence looms in the distance. Watching. Recording the events
around it.
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16 9/11-Opacity of Visibility
memory completely back. When a fossil is radioactive it hints that the
past it represents is not over, and it beckons the viewer to excavate the
past, at his or her peril. Meaning is encoded in such objects not
metaphorically but through physical contact- the embodiment of the
event in the shard's case. Such objects tell stories and describe
trajectories, the unresolved traumas that are embedded in themthem-why
why
was America attacked? Why is there so much hatred for its foreign
policy? Benjamin's auratic fetish and Deleuze's fossil have in common
a disturbing light, an eerily beckoning luminosity. In the fetish it is
called an aura, in the fossil it is called radioactivity, and in Lacan it is
called the pulsation of the drive, the objet a as it stares at you from the
Real.

The shard has become a fetishistic object, an auratic object, and
hence an embodied object. Benjamin wrote that aura is the quality in
an object that makes our relationship to it like a relationship with
another human being. It seems to look back at us (1968, 188). Aura is
the sense an object gives us that it can speak to us of the past without
ever letting us completely decipher it. It is a brush with involuntary
memory, memory that can only be arrived at through a shock. We return
again and again to it, still thirsty, because it doesn't satisfy our desire
to recover or forget its memory. lbis
This shard
shard. as an auratic object maintains
its distance no matter how closely we attempt to embrace it. It remains
distant from us even when it is present in space. The shard as an auratic
object remains a fragment of the social world that cannot be read from
on high, but only as the witness of the object. Its aura is what makes
the fetish volatile, for it incites us to memory without ever bringing
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Time-Image!
Tim~Imagei Movement Image
The POrtrM
Portraits
ts

18 9/11-Opacity of Visibility
The contact print photos remind us that thousands and thousands of

rolls could have been shot, each categorical
categori.cal signifier signified by an
endless number of personal names. What might have become cliches,
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commonsense hegemonic images without reflection that extend
Like the shard that, to my mind Wlproblematically into action-what Deleuze termed sensory-motor
sensory~motor
at least, has become the iconic images of the movement-image
movement~image cinema- have been deconsbucted
deconstructed and
embodied image of the event- tuned
hlned into something else-into what Deleuze calls "optical images"

a fossil object-the iconic
iconic characteristic of time-image cinema.
portrait of heroism has emerged
as a testament to the bravery of

"(

firemen and policemen, and the
loss of life in the line of duty.
These portraits, found in the

November issue of Vanity Fair,
are held together by iconic
signifiers marking their dutiful

place in the Symbolic Order first,
and followed by their proper
names second. (eg., Firefighter.

Steam Fitter, The TraUUla
Trauma Team, The Bucket Line, etc.) Each slide tells
briefly what the men and women were doing during 9/11 and after.

One is struck immediately by afrozen~moment
frozen-mumenl of silence fmd
alld the
lite absence of
anyactiun.
any action. Perhaps it is the silence that recaUs the Real event of 9/11
most profoWldly.
profoWldJy. As an excavation of recorded history, these contact
prints show us that cultural memory is located in the gaps between the
recorded images. Silence, absence, and hesitation are the marks of the
very inability to speak, to represent objectively one's own culture,

Real lies-in the
history and memory. This is where the trauma of the Realties-in
gaps beyond the Signifier.
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22 9/11-OpacityofV!sibility
The moment of crisis shows itself as being the least available time
to present the missing loved one-a desperately found photograph, a
few lines of description written in haste to capture the loss. There is a
pressure of desperation that these thin, minimalist recollected-images
call on-a representational ownership that is nowhere to be found.
They are inadequate for what they request, but it is in their very
inadequacy that they beg for "attentive recognition." They are but traces
of the bodies that they call out for in desperation. Most disturbing is
summon a reconstructed
that in their inadequacy, in their failure to swnmon
image, in their cry to have a memory assigned, these images of prayer
turn into anonymous photographs that no longer correspond to any

experience. They can lose their aura and become like yeIlowed
yellowed
The contrast of this form of portraiture from Vanity Fair (as presented
above) is starting. They present to us the wayan image always splits
time into two parts. In Deleuzean terms-borrowing from Bergson's
philosophy of duree~there is the time that moves smoothly forward~
the present that passes~and the time that is seized and represented (if

photographs found in a high school yearbook at a flea market; or worse
yet, become like those Holocaust photographs of anonymous Jews
who died in concentration camps. Their bodies also vanished
vanished..
Forgotten.

only mentally) as the past that is preserved. Hence, the actual image
and the virtual image are the two aspects of time as it splits. The very
moment that they diverge, the two types of images create two
disjunctive representations of the same moment.
The personalized portraits, the prayers for the missing persons
try desperately to capture and being back the actual image of the loved
one. They are recollection images, the unofficial histories and private
memories which compete with the official histories, the virtual iconic
portraits of Vanity Fair that speak to duty-and bravery in the best
possible way. But these portraits of the missing point to actual time,
not virtual time. They are portraits which belong to the Real and not
the Imaginary. They live in those "missing" gaps.

But the 6000 have not been forgotten.
forgotten. To remember their spirits
memorial sights like Union Square became gathering places of
mourning. There, fossilized objects found a resting place. These
memorial sites contain many different and incommensurate storiespersonal stories, fantasies, and hopes depending on who was looking
at the objects.
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The recollection-images and objects in these memorial sites-

Tagging A Boxcar
In An Anxious Age

peace banners, flags, crosses, teddy bears, fireman's hats, ribbons,
photographs, poems, candles, flowers-confront what cannot be
represented. They are an attempt to bring them into dialogue with
memory of the missing. They cry out to tell histories, lives of which
they are an index. It is a road back to particular memories and partial

histories. It is these inexplicable images that testify most profoundly to

Jim Edwards

the forgetting of both official history and private memory. They are
multisesory bits which call upon a sense knowledge that cannot be
reproduced nor represented. These are rituals that are necessary and

crucial for psychic survival. Let us remember that rituals, including
rituals of mourning, are not final acts but beginnings.

On Wednesday, September 12,th scheduled to fly from Salt Lake

City to San Francisco, I found myself instead driving a rental car from
Logan, Utah to the Bay Area. I left early - at daybreak, on a clear

Postscript: Since the writing of this essay, the shard has been
removed for safety reasons. It will not be used as a monument to mark
the9/11 monument. The winning design is to have two beams of broad

light projected into the night sky to commemorate those souls whose
bodies remain forever lost. They await justice so that they may finally
rest in peace.
References

morning, just at that turning point when summer
sununer slides into autuom.
autumn.

Several hours later, on Interstate 80 east of Salt Lake and along the
BOimeville Salt Flats, the National Public Radio station began to crackle
BOImeville
and fade. By the time I crossed into Nevada, and moments after turning
off the radio, I slunk into a state of sad resignation. Two hours of news

about the horrors of the collapse of the World Trade Center and attack
on the Pentagon were all I could take. The talk of war had put me in a

sullen mood.
Benjamin, Walter (1988). Illuminations. Trans. Harry 20hn. New
York: Shocken.

Deleuze, Gilles (1986). Cinema 1: The Movement-Image.
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Ahead on the horizon were storm douds and every mile or so a

short stretch of wet pavement. There were few billboards or manmade
distractions of any kind. The traffic was very light - mostly semis.
The overcast sky added to the general bleakness. But as I continued
driving westward through the Nevada desert I had the strange feeling

of moving towards the light, even though I could see piled up douds
clouds
ahead of me. The openness of the desert seemed to amplify the sense
of light and space. There is an austere beauty to the desert, and trapped

Lacan, Jacques (1979). The Four Fundamental Concepts ofPsychAnalysis. Trans. Alan Sheridan, Jacques-Alain Miller, Editor.
Harmmondsworth: Penguin Books.

in the comfort of the Cat,
car, this sense of sublime beauty seemed almost

reachable in real time. Looking through the windshield of the car was
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like watching a movie, the panoramic view ahead existing in that second

complete, and played with a bit, it was just as much a part of the Inuit'
Inuit'ss

only because of the momentary quality of light - solitude in shifting

hWlter 's
's harpoon or left
lett behind
world if it had been dangling from the hunter

illumination. Over the years 1I have wondered what it would be like to

in the snow. But as I thought about it, II began to feel that the Inuit

Live in such a landscape - stuck out in some trailer house in the barren
live

actually had very little in common with the Taliban. The Inuit's

o f boredom, or die and be
great basin. I imagine that one would die of

worldview was restricted to theirown
their own land; and, they were not religious

reborn as a mystic, or perhaps one would simply just die.

zealots. 1be
The Taliban and their cells have a worldview, even if it bans

It also occurred to me that the high desert landscape of northern

art and free expression. tI have recently been reading Bruce Chatwin's

Nevada must be geographically (along with the black hills of South

Anatomy of Restlessness - his selected writings from 1%9
1969 to 1989. In

thec10sesteqwvalent
Dakota) the
closestequivaJent in the United States to the rugged terrain

chapler titled "The Morality of Things", the late author argued
his chapter

of Afghanistan. Other than their beautifully proportioned and

world'ss practice of hoarding objects, of using material
against the art world'

TaLiban had in the way of
decorated mosques, 1I wondered what the Taliban

Chatwin
possession as a kind of cache to lord over the less fortunate. Olatwin

art. Holed-up
Holed~up in bunkers, caves and garrisons, not much, I speculated.

had worked forSotheby'sArtAuction House atsome point in his career

secular art? Or were
I wondered also, do they even have a form of seculttr

and the experience had profoundly soured him.
him. He was much more

they like the Inuit of the frozen Arctic, existing in a hostile environment,

attracted to the possession~lessAustra1ian
possessionMless Australian Aborigines. What Chatwin

the Tundra,
their life reduced to the barest essentials. Art for
{or the Inuit on theTundra,

hated.
hated about the art world was not the art in that world, but rather the

100 years ago, had a completely different meaning and function than

one-upmanship of the art world, controlled as it is by over-inflation,
over~inflation,

what w
wee are accustomed to in the affluent West. Their materials were

greed and hoarding. Chatwin begins his chapter on N
The Morality of
"The

solely provided by the animals they hunted: the bones, tusks, and

1hings"
Things" reminding us that Old Testament prophets lived by the credo:

seal. Occasionally a bit of
antlers of the walrus, bear, caribou and seal.

HThy shall not lust after things." Such fervor, based on religious ideals,
"Thy
writes:
leads to extreme behavior.
behavior. Chatwin
Chahvin writes:

driftwood would supply material for sleds, and the leftover wood
chunks for utensils and carvings. The
the concept of art was a natural

extension of their lives. Their catVings
carvings were small, tended to be hand

patriarchs of Ancient Israel lived in black tents.
tents. lheir
Their wealth
The pat::ria.n:hs

held or sewn oonto
nto their
the ir parkas as amulets. Since they did not

herds; they moved up and down their tribal lands on
was in herds;

differentiate between making a spoon or comb and the carving of a

seasonal migrations, and they were famous for their resistance to

seal or bird as amulet or toy, all of what they made became part of their

art objects. They would have stormed into art galleries as they

all-pervasive
all~pervasive environment. My first curatorial position was at the

ofBaaJ..
stormed into the shrines of
Baal, and slashed every image in sight.

Alaska State Museum in ]Wleau.
Juneau. The museum's collection had drawers

And this, not because they couldn't pack them in their
saddlebags,
theirsaddlebags,

full of tiny Inuit utensils and animal carvings. Many of these were

but on moral grounds, for they believed that pictures separated

acquired by simply being picked up off the ground. The important

man for God. The adoration of images was a sin of settlement;

thing to the Inuit
muil was not
not the possession of the artifact, but rather the

the worship of the Golden Calf had satisfied emotional weaklings

act of making the thing. Once the little calVing
carving of the ptarmigan was

who sighed for the fleshpots of Egypt. And prophets like
Uke Isaiah
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and Jeremiah recalled the time when their people were a place of

that grazed and were hunted on the valley floor
£loor just below the

hardy individualists who did not need. to comfort themselves with

petroglyph rocks. These rock drawings are shrouded in mystery; the

images. For this reason they denolUlced the temple which God's

meaning as sign and symbol of these gouged and pecked drawings are

children had rnrned into a sculpture gallery, and recommended a

lost in time.

. policy of vandalism and a return to the tents.

As Kelcey, Alicia and I walked from rock to rock, I began to look
Kokopel.li. the humpbacked flute player. In
for the famous art figure Kokopelli.

The American writer and amateur watercolorist Henry Miller

the early 19705, with my wife Victoria, we saw some humpbacked flute

pointed out that art is not needed by two kinds of people: saints and

players along a ridge on the Galisteo Basin in New Mexico. I had not

the totally insane. For the rest of us, art is usually there for those who

seen a Kokopelli since, or at least not an authentic humpback flute

have the need. For the saint, everything in the living world is alive

player as a rock art figure. Kokopelli is depicted in profile throughout

and possessing some kind of power. Even stones and trees spoke to

the Southwest, his most prominent feature being a flute held to his

mystics like Mohammed. The plants and rocks also spoke to the

mouth, his humped back, and a prominent erect phallus. All kinds of

shamans - the mystics of Native American culture who hwlted
hlUlted and

speculation exist as to Kokopelli's
Kokopelli' s powers. He is seen as a fertility

walked across the desert we now call Nevada.

symbol, a rain priest, trickster, and seducer of maidens, among other

In the swnmer
summer of 2000, I was also driving through the Nevada

desert, but on that occasion with my daughters Kelcey and Alicia. This

things. We could not find Kokopelli at the Hickison site, so he was
perhaps not of this region, or in hiding.

time on I-50, advertised as "The Loneliest Road inAmerica." We were

In recent years, with the increased popularity of rock art in the

driving west to east, from San Francisco to Santa Fe. Highway I-50 is

Southwest, the Kokopelli figure is commonly depicted on a vast array

about 100 miles south of 1-80, which also cuts across Nevada east to

of commercial products: on book jackets, coffee cups, and t-shirts. There

west. Even more barren and isolated than 1-80, this highway was also

are a multitude of variations for Kokopelli including a sexually neutral

nearly devoid of traffic. It was midday and all morning we had been

humpback flute player, and it is always this less sexually explicit

within the sight of smoke and lightening fires in the mOlUltains to the

Kokopelli that is depicted on contemporary commercial products. This

north. At a forest service site known as Hickison, we turned off the

has caused. me to speculate that Kokopelli has lost his sex, and it only

highway and followed a road about a mile to a petroglyph site. We

reappears now as graffiti in truck stop restrooms across the American

parked the car and walked an easy trail along a rocky dyke. Numerous

Southwest.

petroglyphs (drawings carved into the rocks) covered the flatter surfaces

As I continued my drive through the high desert, dropping out

of the rock outcroppings; the oldest of these rock drawings are

of a pass east of EIko, I noticed that the railroad track paralleled the

approximately a thousand years in age. Known as the Great Basin

highway, as close as a few hundred yards and no more than a half mile

curvilineaJl style, looping and meandering abstract designs were

to the north of 1-80.
I-BO. For the next couple of hundred miles I encountered

crisscrossed occasionally with anthropomorphic figures. None of these

numerous trains - some of the train engines pulling as many as 90

quasi-abstract designs :resembled
resembled the pronghorn antelope or mule deer

boxcars. Many of the cars were graffitied, some simply tagged in a
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Antiques Roadshow:
The Object of Learning

34 Antiques Roadshow
audience.
auctience. Art education, as aa discrete diSCipline
discipline as weD
well as a springboard
to interdisciplinary instruction, shares similar goals and investigative
approaches to learning from
(rom objects with that of Antiques Roadshow.
Roadshow.
Mutually reinforcing
reinforcing pedagogical comparisons between popular

•

television shows and educational initiatives create cultural connections
and build community.
community. After watching
watching Antiques Roadshow only a few
few
times, a viewer could become an amateur art historian grouping objects

Lau
Laura
ra Felleman Fattal

being appraised into germane themes such as Frontier Life
We after the
CivU
Civil War along America's major riversrivers- the Missouri, the Mississippi,
Mississippi.
the Columbia, and the Colorado,
Colorado, or The
1he Untutored Eye-portraits and
landscapes in clothing, wall hangings, flags, and upholstery or The

Even as sch
ool administrators were cutting the unique feature of
school

Inventive Mind-fanciful toys and useful tools or New York City 1920s

frOm the school district budget, museum directors
museum Educators from

through the 19SOs from Table Settings to Street Walkers. Style, materials

in Philadelphia were calling teaching through objects, 'lightning in a

and chronology become the tools for allieamers in a quest to categorize

bottle.' Educating Uuough
through objects that have been crafted by talented
bottle:

rustory.
history-

artisans, owned by famous people, cherished by their association

The call to merge ' road'
road' and 'rubric' has direct backing in the

with loved ones, or inanimate witnesses to important historical

National Education Goals: lifelong leaming, language literacy linked

moments is a recognized and immediate path to learning in the arts.
arts.

with visual literacy, an enhanced set of national standards in all

search for the authentic,
authentic. while simultaneously embracing the
In the searrn

disciplines, and recognition of professional development as a part of

virtual, Americans participate in shaping a broad understiUlding
understanding of

thenational
the Advanced Placement examination
the
national agenda. In addition, theAdvanced

popular culture and accumulated history. Americans are having a love

in art history has begun to move from object identification to an

Dea markets. A
affair with bric-a-brac, yard sales, estate sales, and flea

understanding of cultural values inherent in a work of art. These

parallel development can be seen in the advent of genealogy as aa hobby

examinations have a wider range of artifacts from world cultures being

in diagramming family trees. Learning from actual objects fuses the

examined than ever before underscoring the importance of ritual.
rituaL myth,

critical processes ooff observation, analysis and evaluation with an

ceremony,
~remony, religion, geography, and materials inherent in each society.

appreciation of technical and design skills. Object learning is a type of

considered. an art historical
h istorical resource is therefore
The sanctity of what is considered

cultural mirror.
The appeal of the objects found in attics, basements, and garages

weD as those in
greatly expanded to include objects of daily life as well
archives and on
o n view in museums. For over ten years, Art Education

is best seen in public television's program, Antiques Roadshow. An

magazine has used its instructional resource section to provide color

educator can not
help but be absorbed by the interest level and attention
nothe1p

reproductions of non-western artifacts to promote further integration

to detail the amateur antique scavengers have for the stories the

of global art making into the classroom. The pictured resources of

appraisers wholeheartedly share with them and the public television
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little or no value as collectibles in today's market. For collectors of toys,
condition and rarity is everything. The excitement of folk art for both
coUectors is the endemic uniqueness of the art form. For
scholars and collectors

various paintings and sculptures, it is the collective wisdom and
curators, appraisers, scholars, and dealers that determine
consensus of cu.rators,
which periods in an individual artist's development is most important
valuable
and ultimately most valu
ab le in the market. Punctuated by
acknowledged and valued qualities, there are nevertheless arbitrary
collected objects accentuating the spirit of
biases in all categories of collected.

,
I

Miss, Miss,
Look at What My Mother Sent Me
from Jail

r
Future Akins

individualism.
The market and the classroom often corroborate democratic
orientations. Public opinion and public taste form a shifting matrix of

When IJtell people that I teach in a public school,
school. especially when

consensus.
consens
us. Object learning advances the national art education
standards with its emphases on critique, cultural history, aesthetics as

level" there is almost always
aIways
IIgo
go on to say that I teach at the Junior High level,

well as teclvlique
tedmique and design
design., As states throughout the country
COWltry are

snickering sounds
soWlds and rolling eyes followed by horror stories from the
Snickering

concern for creating
issuing and revising arts standards, the reappearing concero
commWlity connections
connectioflS is supported.
supported by the heightened examination
community

past. They relate memories of crowded,
noisy hallways
haJJways filled with bullies;

of the artifacts of our personal and collective histories.

classrooms that felt like jail, teachers
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that were bored and lots of hormone
driven mis-adventures. II just smile
because II know it is all too true. II do
not attempt to explain why, as an artist,
II choose to retum to the classroom after
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so many years or how II am inspired
everyday by the energy and truth of the
students II encounter.
encounter. II have come to
learn that this immediate reaction by
otheIS
others is only
onJy a small part of the whole experience.
Junior High, for all its craziness and rambunctiousness is also a
place of incredibly direct honesty. tI do not know if
if this honesty is
is a

is the beginning
remnant of innocence from elementary school or if it is
It is probably a mixture of both.
both. II only
bravado of young adulthood. It
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know that if JI get out of the way, if 1 pay attention, and if It allow for the

had no time to hesitate in my acknowledgement and encouragement

unexpected, I will experience glimpses of unbelievable insight. It is

of this form of art. So, as she opened the letter and brought out the

these moments that guide me as a teacher, and as an artist.

enclosed handkerchief, I asked the class to gather aroWld. Instantly,

Through my personal teaching experiences, I have observed

Suddenly, students that
we were surroWlded by "oohs" and "ahhs." Suddenly.

and women who transcend the conditions of their daily

had been silent throughout all our art talks started to tell of art they

lives to communicate through art the raw truth of who they are. When

had received from relatives in jail,
jail. They compared images, color of

JI teach, I do so
SO from the experience and perspective of an artist. I try to

aU
ink, styles of lettering and the pro and cons of using tears. We were all

bring the world of art into each life by first helping each student realize

looking, really looking at, the quality of the lines; the subject matter

art is everywhere, that you do not have to be privileged or wealthy to

and the emotional message each image carried. It was a great art

see art or to study art; you simply have to look around YOll.
you. With this

moment.

young men

miIld I periodically ask a simple question "who has seen some art
in mind

Art can bring people together who never might have met. In one

lately?" After we all survive the giggles from the various versions of

class, one very shy young man (Ben) who was new to the United States

questions about cartoons (yes, they are art), video games (who do you

(English wasrus
was his seWnd
second language), living with his elderly grandfather,

wrestling (look at the wonderful colors
think drew the characters?), wrestJing

(Jared) who was a bright,
ended up sitting next to another young man Oared)

and use of design in the costumes), graffiti (how many symbols do

gifted and talented student from a well-ta-do
well-to-do home.l
home. I am not sure how

you see everyday?) and slightly racy scenes from movies (yes, when

they ended up next to each other (1
(1 allow my students to sit where they

you go to college you will be able to draw and paint nudes), there are

please), but Ir do know that they were the two smallest guys in a class

some shy responses about a painting or a drawing in someone's house,

of very large and very life- experienced students. We were about

1I always ask them to describe the piece in words that paint a

halfway through the semester when we developed a project on maps.

picture
... size (height by width by depth), media (drawing, painting.
painting,
picture".size

I casually
casu ally mentioned that they could work in groups,
groups. IJ explained how

sculpture), and subject and then to tell us why they liked itor disliked

collaborations in art happen more often than most people think,
think. I

it. In the case of small pieces or reproductions, 1 encourage them to

showed a number of slides of examples of collaborative work,

bring them in or to take a photograph of the art so our class as a whole

discussing how the work was divided fairly. Oass
Class continued as usual

can experience the visual image first hand. We have good reports and

for a number of days and then about a week later, Ben came up to me

not-50-good reports, but we are talking about art and it is this dialog
not-so-good

and carefully asked if I had meant it when 1I said they could work

that I believe is the fOWldation of an awareness of art that can last a

together. 1I assured him rI did and then asked him why he wanted to

lifetime.
One day the importance of this casual conversationru
conversationaJ ahnosphere
atmosphere

know. He reluctantly turned over a drawing of the cartoon character

became clear when a very excited young
yOWlg woman quickly raised her

hesitated, but slowly went on to explain that it was really important

hand and shouted out "Miss, Miss, look at what my Mother sent me

that it was "OK" to work together because" I don't always draw so

from jail!" She held up an envelope covered with drawings. 1 knew 1

good, but Jared can draw what 1I think." 1I wanted to cry or hug them

"Snoopy", explaining that he and Jared both loved Snoopy. He
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~ th=:"
lhm;"onlyOl~
',ood~
Ihat
only 0IlII! -good"

art i.
if ddkulous.
ridiculous.

lMt
LMt Y"' Illy
tIly school
KhooI dt'Odcd
dt'S:idOO we should hiv~
hav~ muiticuhw:
multicuhur:t.l
"l "
cWM:s
"OOCIII.
onoe. week for (lUI
ow masnet
rnft&IlI!l Ruden!!.
JI\ldentJ. ('These
~ ale
are MUdienm
studoenl7i who

aft
an'

buHd-in from
pam 01
of town ba5ftI
~ on
O\II~andw.g ..,.,n;lIln
bUHd-in
f~ other pub
an their OI.II5t.....dins
""'r<:$1n

sdmc-e.
performing 11m).
A1th~ IhIs utno _iSnmenl
~ .... th <Y
or the perlorming
arts). AI~
_snmetlt
was
w;u ~v'"
~~ to the loteign
Iore;gn lllnguage
l~n!luage departmL'IlI,
departrmmt, I voluntHft'd
vol\lJ\~ to help
~lp
b«aUle
beeatlM! it...:rned
it -=n>I'd Iikt.
IIkt ... good jdn.
i<fk,l.1I quiock.ly
quickly surmised
$unnOOd that .......
wNt1 Nod
Net
d«id~ WQ
• weekAt I w.u
w.as asked
Mk~ whill
wlull
been d«Ided
WAS •'" "~~try
.:outItry ....
eek" theme as

munuy
alW\U}' I w.vu.d
wan~ totalk 1Ibou1".,rl
oII;!out .,.,rl weck.1
wed<. I poIltelydeclintd.rnumbUne
poIltelydedlncd. mumbUna
_cxcuseand ..."Iked
,,11<00 oul
Io:.tvlI'I8 ,..
.... toOG\
_ ,I UtenUy
,.,....c:.cuseand
ou\ thedour. WhilI!
Whilo: lu.v",&
U~y
nv>
r.v> inlocneol
intoooeof theSparolWl
theSpoonlW'l ~
~who
who WIl$
was alsoeaptng
al$oecal''''g the !ituation.
situation.
A/tIIrj"""
rea/llrming ~JOd,
olhc:r's dl5bo!lief
d~lief in ...
hllt wu
A/tIlrju" • few
lew miJlutM
minu'. reIlIUrmlng
~JOCl, other's
whAt
happening
hIopperunS we SolId
sald -leu
~Iet!o do il
it right', It
II did not
nat ~ ~g to find 1M!
lrit
ov«
stu<hnls (non- tnatp""
_ p stvdcnts
5tudcnG who
wloo juM nappenod
10 hi:
O'Vft student>
M~ 10
be: In ..•
~p
cl;Jo;s w
ill\ G\Oetly
InOItly ~I studl'ntl).
stud""",). 10
Iocar.. ....
Iangu~~ d..ss
will\
10 Iocaro.
an v<lLWb\e
i1.t>1e
de,
00I'n, or
tosc1a
gmrral obr
okay [rom
do \he
des 0Qm,
<;>rIO
!J"laSmeral
froIn thelldmWs\r.lt>on
theAdmi.nisl:ation (to
(tod<>
cla5s our
claH
OI.Ir ... ay)
BY) wiLh
wilh the ..
W!U'T1i1"t!!;
..mittg 10
to Ju:.qI
~ It
II on IUk.

.v.

we deddO!d
decid~ 10
uwi!ing people 10 (DOW:
_
and
""Ip ...
to bI<gin
tx.gin by inviting
aod try to ""lp
_ _ dw~.
the class:
~ RIley.
the~. w.. IOIbd
ubd two rriMds
friend$ to ~
dass: Rebeco
Riley,
11'1
iII'I IIrtlJI
artl$1fnlm
from

o....:n. •

Housmn...d
Housron.....:l Dr. RoI>ert Owen, ~ Fullbright
Fullbright~.
~l who

wOlkcd
Panlgu'y. SoIh
w~ .. wond/i:rfully
tIw slUdmb
worked In I'anogwy.
Both We"
wond~uUy open with the

..
as they Ialked
t.alkcd about
abou!!""l.
their work in Suuth
South A,n<lrlol.
A",,,,.ioi. Ms.RIIey had
/"lad Uvcd.
Uv«l
.....
WIdd studied
itudll:d In Uru.U
UruJl whilo:'"
while> ~ young
y~ WDmlIn.
w""'~n. Sh
51",r. ~poh>
~poko> of
01 Nt.
"".Iov~
iQv~ for
lor
that ft'3i<lrI
...pn ."d
""d how 1tw5pcdal
Itw spedAllilne/
tIJne/ piace
pIaoeMd
Nod c:hanv-d .....
......anrt fOM'ef.
fOlY'.'ef.
Or.Owm ...
Jk~ of
hill wotL
wod. In
in Biology.
BioJog:y. He told
to1d 01
how ""
hoe Iud
hod tnv
..1o,d
CkOwm
Lolbrd
t>f his
oIhow
tnov.,1o:d
Iluough<>ut
tI\roughou! the
tho! w,orid,
wnrld, mphasWng
_phasiUtg the ImportMa
Importa,na of ~I<.ing
~ two
langUllg"He talMd .buut
Mboul ~
rderero.:cs to how lib!
Jib
languages. H.,lllIbd
flll.ienaI and ~ n:ICltllCes
Wall aII un±venllI
.. g~. 'The
!udents thought II WAS
was ~netol'
art. Itit Wall
uni~,.".I 18ngu
I~ngu.g@.
The .otuder\ts
~nUI·
thai both gueMS
gue!lb ~~
_poke "","uliful
~ They found It
and loved that
bo:auliful Spanish.
inlt>l\"$tir1g
to Iw.u
hut the ~
in~tlng 10
JI~ variations
variatlom on the quage.
lAns,uage.
llut.
llul, ~ WN
w .. Mill
&till mininsmitsins. EvUYIhIn&
E""')'thing seemed
HlColCd beyond the
Jtudent'$ ~ . They _
NJt artis_villI
arti>_1 Ihou&h
lhou&h I Leep
keep a5fUIItIg
ltudent's~.
......
M6t1I1tIg
than weoouJd
wec:oWd dolltt-nor_
dOAtt-l"lor_ ttw.y
scienli>l.b with big
biS roIl£gc
dep<'CS.
them
they !lcienlillb
coll£gc~.
What rouid they do? What
Whit could IUIy
m y MnicIIn_Amet;"1ll\
Mvd.... n.Ametkan do thai
....
IJ'IItten.'<i?
!tft\!d! Why dkllhI:y
did t:h(y ....
Nveto
veto 1Nm.ooul
Ium about othff
otherOJIbJ"",
C\>1tu-. aIlywol)'7
;my way?

ao"u.mopl
find a1l5Wft5
_
10 vidft>on
vldeoon
In M
au.:mpt to help them Ilnd
an5WI!'fS we
~ I'
and the wwk
work of
01 CMs.ar
movie
the life
life...,o;t
CMsu Chavez.
~~. AI
At _ pt.a.
plao. in the l\'IO¥le
Ota_
isnlled •_ "hero",
~ , •• Someone;uk«!
Someone aokcd out loud "what
OIaYfl !sOlum
" what itl8
is a hero?"
The ~ leachff
sloppttl the vid.,...
~t each other Me!
te~ 8~1
vid~. We looked at
and
blew this
thI$ was the opportunlty
~ embra«d
knew
oWOfhmity we itltd
hood been
bt!en walling
wailins fo
for.•. We
embta«'d

..-...........,.
.question and
the ql.lftUon

~
~sked

the .....
""Ii
... cla&&.
~ What h,;,ppcned
h.i.Pf'£llIi:d 1'0:1
II to ,""
tin!
re;t

Theclas.
quickly <::ilme
a """' WiOS_oeoooe
WM _oeoole
lhot
ciao. quiddy
<;:ame to Itle~s-mmllhat
Itle~t that.
who would put 1li$/1"I<>r
hO/h<'r We on the line !of
fof you or ..:rifiCll!
MO:rif..:e hif./Mr
hitl/her lifo!

f<1r yoon.
you",. We
bega" 101
M8rti"
fur
w.. began
to IWT\Q
nama heroes that
thai we kno!w from history.
~ory. MaTlm
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Luther
Lutht-r KitIg.
King. Mother ~ c
c-T
- r a...v",,~
OuoV~7~ "",[ Gilndhi
G.mdh, w~
wOilt all
~l

Ihf!!tUdelIS
to w..:
w.:.: lime to ""'
.... lOP"
up ~ li6t
tift oIheroes
to~photosrapllll<l.
IN
studenl1lO
mab
ofheroes IObephotosrapheti.

menlloned.
We:....a1
nugh! 1m.u..,;, .......
own
~. We
1'10<1 asbd
ask.ed ,)00111
olboI.1hnoK
Moe they nu!;hl
!mow in thri'
n

When !Il'C'tun.ro
krd """" lIboullhfir
Mioout wit lis!.!
list,. 1 was
w,," ""erwhod.....,J
overwhotl..-l
Wlwn
retunll'd and ...
""bod
with
the
rcsuhs.
Somo"
nMm",
wet'
prec\Irlabl.e
but
101
\Of\p~liM>oble
wtlh
results. Some .... m"f wert' predictable
for uI'IJ'lrw.li<'lllb'"
!NSOIlS,
IN5OIIS, othen;
otIw... ..
,.''''''
""'" touchingly
tonchingiy penonaI
~ and Wliq
Wl.iq..... AI
Al lh
tI ...
.. '''1'
WI' of
r>l

1,,·.::5,
L;,~ ImLlllct
f.mJ1lct Of ncighbodloods.
llCighbodloods.l!
II took
took;\a few minu"",,
minut.... bul
but ""
n~"""'
....... a,
lLlI"
..1
al<lfie5
storiei besiln
borS"" to come
rome forth. At W I<1:'If!
!.lZI'If! time, .,.,..
0ILf' stud,."t
5tum.nl """,,,,1,,,[
",..,,,,,Lr.d
"'"
tlutt IIlIly
th~)' Ita.!
h<OlJ '000>1,
to do 411. so
50 we di~
In!< ,lutl
- ' pl'llmi5OO
p/'Olnij(:d "a ctlolnoil
cl\;lnoo 10
div~ the
con"conv_ 'li""
inn fu
I....
.. " n,w
f<;w "'01"",,\:0
1110n""'~ 10 deckle
Ik:cldc whou
wlllli Idnd
Ictnd of .uI
art every-one
ev~ryone
w&ntood tooo.
tooo. A~ ..
,uIIII"'ritx",
,t:!>""";'"", w
w..n!
..... given and
o.nd d iscussed,
lKti5SCd, thecl.uo;
the~ (with
_
gmtte
dividl!d inlu
ml" S""'rgfUU~ based
en students'
go<'Lt~ guidN>te)
guid.lt.TKll'}divided
btied DI'\
5I.udUlLS' Scnc";u
gt'llC'ral
~aboul
idnsabout what
whlll ~lL
~a .......
hero.lI!I
Lt!L w"'l
wl!ll "" .tu<le<llS'
......'enls' inWresis
inl<'reSts in il<lCfbln
ilCCl'bIn

",,''"

.". "'TWo young women

wanted
w~te<I to do ..,."
tom~hinl:
.. Ihinl: .b<ml
.bnu' Motlwr
Mmhl?r

Theresa
llwres.:L bmlLJ5C
bccit'-"C they h.\d
had heard about
Ibout heT In chun;h.
chun:h

Aflet;\a brillf
Altllt
brill! inquiry both admitted
~dmLt~ tilt)'
they liked thin#
thing5 ,""I
t/ull WI!A!
w~""
_,;o;wn Mud
M'lL[I'I"~",itJe,,,d,
they ~ they ~ nothing
nothinl:
1'I"ltroiderro. even though UloC)'
.bot.,\ Iu",,[w
.bQut
Mnd .........
...l.
k. Shyly !My
!hoty ~ 10
to uy. lhcy also .glNd
ag.....d to Mlc
aN;
...t.oti"ft
,
...........
_ing
ai>ili16
borivft "' ......... _in" aliililWs.
SJOUP of student,;
studmt,; woll,lt'd.
w-,u\wd 10
_thing aboul tlw
Another pup
to,) do ~thing
the
_ _ Afta
~i the Itcd5Jojru;,
Kcdskins, the Khool
school hM!
..:hooI'_ f\O!W m
m....:<>l.
Aft.,.. 50 yun
~t
hMl

..,hou!'"""w

ri,llhtly ch"IIM
rightly
chng~d it,;
it>; •,.ame
.ame to 1M
the Knlshli.
Ks1 lghl5. There had t.-n
bHn m
much
uch

dOOrMlon boIh
dOOmlon
bod> in and
lLnll out
oul "I
uf oc:hooI
0ICh.00I ooncernlnS
coocerning this decision. Many
M~y

,tudl!n!S were third
,tudents
thin:!

go!n~
.. til'" .U",ldees
~tM K1ee5
g""~,,,ti,,"

the 1'(.'Som~1
iUId brouy,t
brouahl lhe
rescn~t

they lINK!
~;\n:I a'
at holM
home to
1IChoo1. w.. had laLIu!d
~ It)'in&
Ihty
tollChool.
I.tiu!d for over.
OVIi!' a y-=
trying to
help the
the: .tudmts
,tude<\ts undentand
UJ'IdersI.md haw
how much """"'8'"
("'''''11'' i\loOk
it 1txIt.. 10 ~ il
_
\h;I1
"'iIS
<II'kMlI·e,.
to
a
.........
tMI
s«>od
for
a
h;v...r
II look
""""'" that W;tS 0Ikn5.h·e,. I fWIlIL' thlLt MOod
highu S'",l.
3''''1. It
lOOk
il

while. bUI
",hUe..
bIOI finally.
linally, DlOSt
DlOSI siudents
students

~pted ~ new
nilm,.. n,i.
neW nam,..
Ttli.

d«ision. lbty
~ ~td thai
tn.1
d«Ision.
with ill; broken
picccl at
ollt\Uly
wilh
broI<M pi«cl
lnI.ny colon,
coIor!:, would ~.
be. grot
gte<>t

!"'rticul
.. group wanted to honor thai
thaI
I""rticuLar

m'$Iic
mus. i.; tit~;
IiL~;

wily
w~y tu portnoy tI,p'
tll~ diversity
diversily 01 the
theloChool.
IChooJ.

ll\I!
TIl<': I~'S"I
l~!getll group
youp of Stud~lI~
"tud~rlbI wol5
w.u cotnmlUoo
commltttld to loc:iLI
local he~
hc~ and

wilflted
w&nt~ 10
todophotogr1lphy.
do photogrltphy. o..Y"""'1I
Or\r. Y""'''II mJIO
man hild
h.ad _t1y
_lIy bcctLgivtn
been g1v~ a
used
ta.lL'leflL, ...
whlm
1Ud> he
he! W;O~
WII~ willing
willu'l!j 10
to 5how
~ and Ihe
the Sp;u:IWI
SpMl$h
lIHd »-mm GJ.!I'IIefll,
Club
CLub IIold
h.od ~ e&D'lera
c~er~ we rould dwck
check out)
oulJ "" w
w~.. W,,",
w"'"' .,...
aeL Neet,.
Neoct.!I ;askQd
asked

the liil W@rtL
.......... bo!c:a~"they
~I,I~ "they leU
wh~" 1m.
wNtht:r
Ihcli.il
W~nl w"",ht!
w"~lh~rmcn,
tell uS wi"",
Ih~ bad
bod WNWr
".:o.ni"IIIM1
LivinSIn West
v.ut Te~QS
Tp.."" Io"
",<loo,,,,,,d vioI~1
iii OOdltrlll ' MI will
wiU hurt WI.N
"".~ U"inllin
ItJflU,Il~""d
viol~t
]We
hale !\I"
M "",,,
..ns lire II
_ ruLity.
~Iy. M.1ny
Many oIlheH
oIlhcw ,tutko,,,,
ilutJ.",bI.,."",
..."n.. from
fnmI faznWes
famUies
thol hood
hIod nlrvived
,urvived the deadly ICIrTIildc-..;
tOlTlildl ... "I
191o's and hild
tn..t
tOf the early
Ndy 197trs
hold

de.o"".ri, ...

the: slO<ics 01 dowllil.rit ...
' - " I"II1Hd
ntIM'd with theslOrics
NeLcI
Ol'i
the
list w.....
_
fiten_l:o!n\.LR
N~t on IN: IioI
r"",,,,,,, b>moUJe "theys.wcd
"\hey5.1lvcd my IiItMOOU!IirI
Liltllcousin

t.-.

and illy
- en.
just wtiltcn
~my dog"
dog~ 0"
00 h;~ h~.
Illy lun\.
.unl.~
CInoo yuung
young """,!wi
ITUUI MdJust
written "my
When I asked him why. ~ told Il'IfmO&l
thflll()t;\ tx>~utiCu1
bNuUCU[ ~tory
~tury ofh"w
ofhow WMn
wilen
he WiS
wasljtll~
littl~ I",
hot hAd
hod faUfiI
f~U.... into a pL,y
play pooIllI\d
pooIllnC! 111.
Ih.. dd"K
og Md
h~d puJkoci
puu..d hilll
him
Oul
Ou\. Hili 'k»;
<1<>1; Will!
WILlI his best
bet f~nd.
i~nd. AU stude"",
i ludl!l'''' ~g......d
~g.....d the dog WoU
....... aI
hen .. 01"Ust Included
~ k«p
b:cp the
Iwn
Othetl on Ihf
the lisl
included OUr
Our p.inriJ>llI
p ri' ri!",l ~ he
liclM.ul
1dM.~ "'+.,
Nt., Ihf
the head clc.vUn& t.dy
Wiy h«1o"""
btoo ...... !<hoo
W k.epI
kepi 1M
~buddlng
bui.ldlng ck:on
ck"",
MId
_
~lUW<Iup
the
restrooms
when
KIPw.<lfW!
got
lid.
~
i1nd ........ ~il!Wd "p
restroorns wben~ I:ot ~ lht~ W;r$
W II$
rpritIe addition
younlll"'rionning
.rudmb who h;sd
had
a ....
""'l"'itoe
ilCIdilion of one oi
of our yDW'lIS
I"'rfurminJ; .tuMnlS
....
nnly
Iy Mendy
_ l l y "come
~coroe aut"
out" .u
~I a
~ 8"y.
~y. Whom
wn.n I at<W
asl<td why this
\his cholcc.
choice, (I
(!
Wft.
~k1""") lher
fre !Ill
Tlu!n 0""
0" ...
WM foriul
fearful o f some
SOIJIC cruel ba.::kJ~"")
t~ ....
Wfre
/Ill silent. Then
otud"",t ju,1 said
'tucient "had
~h.\d guts
hoi could
rou~ 1
,!Ud.",1
$.1ld he thought If'"
Ih" m.1e
rnRle .!Uden!
gulS IlI\d
and hfI
<WI)'
'in& g.n:~L
<WJy 'inJ
pal""
l'ifuLUy
Fln;illy on
0<'1 II~
Ih~ list
IiSI Wft<'
~ Lowridm
Lowride>$ (/'lIihly
(hiahly maiir",,[
modir••,d c.rs
aI'S wIth
with
CIItcnsive
C>!IUlSiV1l in,lividullliztd
trlolividu..u-t ~I
~ on
OIl tllC'alcriorard
u.....e:dcriorand in",""",
'n..,.;.".). 1I saki.
said.. "Ok.
1I know you
Y'>U .11 love
low ttw.cars
~cars but arc an
c.us ..
I..""",1"
."...?" They laugh«l.tnd
laughed and
1IIlid,
... but
bUI the
\.he men
IIlCrI who work ,., ~m
~ -.re."
~ ." ["!lain
[.again ~
uI<~
AiIJ, "No, Mi
Miss,
why
k~p U.
UlI mf
Itreets.tnd
...
hy and they simply
slmply said,
said ••~Boeat"",
&aI~ II"')'
Illlly kH'f'
oft the streets
and
<JUI Qf
of trouhle.·
troul!le."
""I

A. (onvcrntion
COi\v<lrutlotl
pMt~ph)'
pholography

~unti n
nu~d
u~d K
~

few
frw decided to lea,,",
l"avfI Ih"
Ihe

,roup
&roup to ~"""""'
~~ trate
Iralr on
Ofl I..owridcrs.
Lowridcrli. We
WI! Lo>
wlLm...!
.. m .. l thaI
that

l..owrl4t,
J.oa.>rlkr M<osa=/",
Mrls~rK WlIlI
WlO" boog1~
~nnina: •I sma
s.mes 01 artlcJ6
articles OIl
0<'1 tt...
ttw. history
h.i8tory 01
tl'Il'IC Wl.iq
wUque
""<Ii.
~I 01
these yo""8
yo,,"& ........
men ..,.".,
.....,.., ,"
ding
tlll'I<:
.... ""
.... Si~
SO"..., m<:l5t
tJI these:
In •__
-.f1n3
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""-.
illlm"1I1), kllllw
wa), 10 1..,]1'
their reoldill&cl.s>.. We
WI< '"iI.&l1l1y
k"ew wlI
wi! h.....!
h.....t a way
help Ibem
IIwrn with lheir
relldio&-

""rt

n....
Spoonillh 1O'
Irarlwr
I"-i-_ J"'rt uI
ol tho! !,n.;.n.
Tho! Spotn"'"
..nwr ..offomoo!
fn. ..." III
I.. •.w"","",
w"""'" Ihi><
I'n.;.ct. F..och
ACio
~g.-:I 10
IO !'\'lId
I'¥'KI tho! "mtIoe
flmcIoe "ad>
<!/Od> "'(WIth.
mo;.'1lh , ...
d-.. ras..m...,
~, .nd
~nd
,$tUd",,'
nod .... t ~g",",
'" "'-..
outJoud, wh1l<!wOfkU1f:
0;.'1 drawmg.
ttw.a
.. 1lw"""
1"" .....1of
outklud,
"'h.ilf'wOfk~ 00
dnwinj::ll and ...oo.lsci
mudeLsQl"",
0I ....
the
tiaw. k
A$ the
yNt Plosr
poogrmed
student< roId
Io;>id. oItthe~.
the)'Nt
med the stuMnb
01 how proud they
wt'I"e to be
wtTe
beCOIn)'Ini
'loIT)'lt\,g on
OX!. a
I traditioo.
tradiJioo. how much fun
furl ,I,1 was to Ium
learn wily
why
these QIS
c.:us were
well: iO 1I,\Id.
1111.1<:h a poUt
pm ofthcit
of their JHispanic
lisp.mlc hl'rll..tse.
heril.tSe.

.....
We~ ended the yNI
ynr with IUl
an e?<hibition
exhibition <!If
01 Ihoir
tMir fIni5hed
finished .ut
art works
at rhe
al
b M
MUSO!WfI.,
U5I!U1l\. Ttlw 1Kh
~ Umvnsity.
Ulliv.,nity. (!neof
Orlf'of m y f.worlte
t.woritl:! p~ was a
paInling
pUnting by •a young
yoo.an& African AInericiIn
American student th.ll
tholt c;uoo
c.mIC Into (w.
~w..
neartheend
d. tilt
yea..<. When W(:
w<: I:I<pIaincd
Ihc lhcmI:oI~,
neoor\hoe end of
the $ChooJ. ye.u
<:<plaitw:d!he
Ihcmcol~,
hcl
HId his
lIl$ gr:andmoIher
~ (who
Nd julil
w;ooo
he saillcd
RIIllcd iIIld
and. 9ld
(Who had
juil diod
dil!d whid.
which W,""
wh)'
wily he WAi
Wti luddenl)'
.uddettl~ al
at OU
our~)
r tcl>ooIl wllS
_ hi,;
hi~ 11m).
hrn.. H"
H""'
m;-o,l
..... I M
ht-r.. H"
HI!
.iI!J<ed
it
hoi
oouW
do
a
.....
'Iltinll
..
bllul
11.,...
Ithemght
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50 N
Mlss, Miss, Look"
"Miss,

combine resources and skills. 'The
The topics can be about anything
order to
tocombine

being shoved into lockers, of students sleeping in classes, of teachers

as long as it is honest and the students have proven to me they have

who had given up long ago, and of bei.ng
being herded along as if
U they were

thought about it and pplanned
lanned oout
ut what they want to do. There are lots

cattle while being fed food unfit for catUe.
cattle. As with the other stories

of dragons and dogs, cars and pop stars.. We use acrylic paint and try
messy, The work is fWl.
fun ,
not to be too messy.

their story was personal, insightful, and honest
honest.

Each year one canvas piece stands out for its honesty and its

power, During my first year, one of my most re1u1ant
relulant students came
power.

Not everyday is filled with moments like the ones I have

a couple of days and asked if itwasokay
got together
up after acoupJe
it was okay if a group gal
big, he said, "You know,
to do something reaDy
really big,
big. When I asked how big.

described. But, wnen]
when I am able to experience one of these

kind of like a wall big." 1I took the bait and asked why that big. He
smiled and said slyly that he and a few others had "previous experience

school and how art became my place ooff safety. The place I

laughed. and agreed. He then asked if they could use
with that size." It laughed

am somehow able to create
creatc the same safe place.

spray paint. Once again, T
r asked why. This time he simply said he
h e could

paint.lI told him I would have to check with
do a better job with spray paint.
the principal, knowing I was on that thin line between we-love-to-see·
we-Iove-to-seeart·work·in·
the-halls and you·a..re.encouragmg-illegal-activity.
art-work-in-the-halls
you-arc-encouraging-illegal-activity. Finally
every spray
the principal agreed
agreed. after JI assured him 1Jwould account for
forevery
can- everyday. The next thing I knew Elias had convinced the entire
Hispanic male population of two classes to join canvases with his.
his. He
then organized and oversaw the creation of a magnificent banner
approximately forty·eight
forty-eight feet long celebrating the Mexican and
American history. Influenced
Innuenced by the illustrations from popular
magazines and tattoos, the banner proclaims the power of unity through

freedom and justice. It
Jt was grand.
lI have always held that art is a universal language. That it speaks
when words fail
!ail That it
i t has the power to unite. This has never been
more true than during my second year when two young women, one
from Moscow, USSR the other from the Philippines worked together
to create a visual statement on their canvas about the abuse and misuse
of power they experienced everyday in school. Their work was direct
and bitter. It told of a principal
principa l who yelled more than he spoke,
s poke, of

rare moments I am reminded of my own time in public
rare:
first learned to trust the truth within. I only hope that JI
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suggested.
suggested, " A child_
child probably died there."
there. Kozol (1995) mentioned a
N

ethnography,
similar mysterious tree in the South Bronx in his ethnography.
"Amazing Grace."

I passed by sidewalks strewn with trash and windblown paper,
vacant lots cluttered with abandoned cars and garbage, even a rat
rat-

carcass in a sidewalk puddle. An occasional child's shriek broke through
Uuough

Angela M. La Porte

traffic and the racket from a nearby playground. Across the
the din of traffiC
busy street a loudspeaker crackled, blaring a message of religious

redemption over the heads of school children carrying book bags and
crowding the entrance of a tiny storefront shop. As I approached the
[began the first of 43 visits to an after-school intergenerational

senior center that
doU,
tha t was to be the base for my
m y study, 1I noticed a rag dolt

art program in Lower East Harlem, New York, with the expectation of

discarded on a rubble heap behind a chain link fence. It was somehow

a straight-fonvard
straight-forward research project, one which would perhaps ratify

ominous
OminOllS at the moment.

my growing conviction
conv iction that young people and older adults together

The neighborhood, sometimes known as El
EI Barrio, extends north

would provide a natural
learning environment for art. My first personal
naturalleaming

of 96th Street and east of Fifth Avenue, bordering the northern edge of

Ha rlem commWlity
community began when I
encounter with the Lower East Harlem
encoWlter

Harlem, oneof the poorest
one of the wealthiest cities in the world. East Harlem,oneaf

crossed 96th Street, an informal boundary separating its decaying

areas in
in. the COlUltry,
country, chronically shoulders many economic and social

tenements and public housing projects from the newer, more

AfDS
problems, among them poverty, drug abuse, and broken homes. AIDS

prosperous neighborhood to the south. I soon realized that there was

is one of the fastest growing killers in tbe
the neighborhood. TIus
This area

no need for a line on the map indicating the division between Manhattan

child abuse and neglect
neglect.in
in New York City
records the highest rate of child

and Harlem. And referring toa
to a travel
trave1 guide of New YorkOty,
York City, I noticed

and the greatest number of births to teenagers in the United States

that it listed no restaurants, hotels, or shopping highlights above %th

(Freidenberg, 1995; Demographic Profiles.
Profiles, 1992). Grandparents often

Street. Subway tracks emerged above ground and loomed over Central

become the principal caregivers of their grandchildren. The guardian

Ha
rlem's neighborhoods. The only new building in the vicinity north
Harlem's

for one of the teens in this program was his 40-year-old grandmother.

of %th Street was the impressive Muslim Mosque.

paret'lt homes. Nearly all of the East Harlem
Several were from single parent

A mixture of fear and compassion swept through me as I entered

residents involved resided in public housing projects which were

the economically struggling neighborhood of primarily Puerto Ricans,

deteriorating, sometimes vermin infested and overcrowded. According

Dominicans, and African Americans. I viewed an area punctuated by

to the 1990 United States Census, the socioeconomic conditions found

deserted buildings with barred or bricked-in windows, and walls

in this area have been devastating, with approximately 40 percent of

covered with gang graffiti or murals in tribute to youthful victims of

the area's population living below the poverty level, with an annual

crim e. In front of one row of tenements, stuffed animals dangled from
crime.

income of less than $10,000. Median household income in lower

the limbs of a tree like pendulant fruit.
fruit. One teenage informant
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with older
o lder adults. Phone reassurance included conversations with

rogram that was
museum, I viewed a video produced by a recent pprogram

seniors via the telephone. During friendly visits, teenagers visited the

compiled from footage taken by teenagers roaming Harlem,

residences of homebound seniors. The young participants helped them

interviewing the oldest residents. The particular
pacticuJar program 1I studied

with shopping or purchased items at the store for them.

focused on oral history and collage.

The
Th~ second program component, oral history, involved family
family
ly tree, an oral history workshop, and
tree training and creating a fami
Methodsoforal history interviews
collecting oral histories from seniors. Methcxlsoforal
involved formal and informal questions and an extension of inquiry
through the discussion of arhvorks
artworks relevant to the Harlem residents'
history. The third element, art making, consisted of studio art
experiences for participants at the senior center led by a professional
artist. Participants collaborated on developing a theme idea web (a
schematic plan) for a collage, and then on making a collage based
b ased on a
central theme from
senior's
&om the senior
's life story.
Making family trees with the
th e seniors helped establish
behveen age groups. The
TIle oral history interviews expanded
relationships between
upon these relationships and potential collage themes began to emerge.
Over a period of five months, the professional artist devoted weekly
art training sessions to studio art. Teens learned various techniques for
making a collage using a variety of media.
The arts organization had developed many programs over the
previous decade, the goals of which were to increase interaction and
understanding between widely disparate age groups, and to diminish
social and psychological problems experienced within inner-city
communities (Le., depression,
depresSion, dementia, suicide,
su icide, and the development
of age-related stereotypes). Funded by a combination of grants and
corporate support, the backbone of the organization's a~tivities has been
the development and sharing of the
th e oral histories of individual
participants,
v ariety of artistic
p articipants, who then transformed them into a variety
representations such as plays, illustrated books, photography and video
exhibits, artworks or collage. At a prestigious central New York City

The intergenerational art program brought together several
homebound older residents of East Harlem housing projects with
teenagers living nearby. The goal of bringing the two generations
together was to develop positive relationships between the teenagers
and seniors, diminishing common stereotypes and ameliorating mental

and physical problems associated with the socia1 isolation of the elders.
The collection of oral hhistories
istories and the creation of visual art
art. were means

to encourage partnerships and sharing, and build relationships and
understanding.
My research interest complimented the program's purpose,
seeking to identify potential educational benefits of intergenerational
young people interact within
art education, to understand how old and yOW'lg
particular
this particu
lar context, including the study site, the curriculum,

intergenerational relationships, and the participants' ages, gender,
ethnicity and socioeconomic status. Although data was triangulated,
it was site specific, and consequently some findings may only be

relevant to similar situations and participants.

Interpretations
of the Intergenerational Interactions
My interpretation of this seven-month study of intergenerational
interactions emerged from data collection and triangulation. I described,
analyzed, and interpreted interactions between seniors and teenagers
throughout the three program components: social service, oral
o ral history

and art making. All these activities contributed to the formation of
between teenagers and seniors. Collecting oral histories
relationships behveen
and maki.ng
making art intensified the exchange
exrnange of personal history and culture,
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reduced age-related stereotypes, and empowered young and older

It's nice to know that you care about somebody
somebocly else even though

participants. AU
All of these promoted
p romoted a sense of community among the

you might not have known them that long, and they also like to

participants. As a result of intergenerational relationships, art making

see you. They look forward to it.
it lhey
TIley want you to come see them,

became less intimidating and more meaningful for the teens. Oral

because
not becau
se you're here and have to see somebody. Both o(
of you

histories aeated
created an open dialogue for learning
leaming art context. Data from

look forward
lonvard to seeing each other and talking. That's a good

participants, my observations, and supporting literature provided
p rovided a

experience.

clearer understanding of intergenerational interactions within this east
dearer

Harlem coaununity-based
corrununity-based art program.
Intergenerational Relationships
Intergenerationai

A senior commented on the collage making activity,
You ought to see them. When they do it lwork
You
[work on the collageJ, I
b ecause they're doing it. They take an
notice, they just don't do it because

contacted older adults from the community
conununity
Initially, when teens contacted.

interest. If they didn't take an interest, they wouldn't know wh
what
at

to participate in the intergenerationaJ
intergenerational art program, many hesitated. One

to ask me, what II like and what I didn't like. The way how [skJ

senior was afraid to get involved and was apprehensive about the teens

they do it, you see they take an interest. ...
.. . they get up with such

coming to his apartment. Another's original fears were magnified by

feelings to do it. Some people, they do it and just don't care ....

these words from her sister, "You gotia
gotta be careful. You hear so many

When they do it, they do
d o it with such a grace, a feeling,
feeling. upWting.

things," and she added, " If I let somebody take me out they may never
bring me back"
back." One older woman couldn't understand why teens

Many relationships were almost familial. According to another seruor,
senior,

would want to know about her history. "There's
" There's nothln'
nothin' too much,"
she said.

dau'ghter, and I'm very attached ....
... . she
She treats me like her dau·
could recognize my voice....
... . We had a little trouble
t rouble in the

Despite rough beginnings brought on by age-related stereotypes

beginning 'cause I didn't know her,
h er, and we didn't know each

about the other, relationships developed during all
aU
each group had aboul

other, but after . ..
. . four months, she is great. ... She'll talk to me

program: social service, oral
three components of the program;
ora] history and art

d o you want to go shopping today or do you
yOll
and say, "Hi Rose, do

making. Newman and Brummel(1989), among other resean:hers,
researchers, note

want to do this today?"

relative positive impacts that intergenerational programs have on
diminishing age-related
age-re lated stereotypes and developing positive

I observed some visual evidence o(
of relationships that had also

relationships (or
for educational exchange (Metcalf, 1990; Rogers, 1995).

Carotina,
grown. For example, when Teresa and Bonita interviewed Carmina,

Caring relationships also became evident as the Harlem program

their phys
physical
ical position and body language suggested
su ggested their intense

progressed. One teen said,
progressed

interest in what the Puerto Rican senior had to say. Teresa sat beside
Bonita, both facing Carmina in her kitchenette. Teresa's mother sat just
outside of our circle and jumped into the conversation as a translator
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at times. 1
I knew immediately that there was some special tie between

the death of Malcolm X," brought him out of it, and he took over the

the girls and Carmina. On earlier visits the girls had ddone
one their best-to
best to

interview.

distance themselves physically and personally from the elder. They

Dante: Do you remember when Martin Luther .King
King died?

sat at opposite ends of the room
roont and had little eye contact. Now, after
several visits, Carmina had opened up her
h er life to us, a story that we

Mr. Smith, Yes.

had tried to elicit many times before, but which she had
h ad assiduously

avoided. Meanwhile, the teens' eyes were locked on hher
er while Teresa's

Dante: How was that?

hand rested
rested. in Carmina's
Cannina's lap.

Some relationships established in the program were lasting ones.
Visits and phone calls occurred frequently outside of the program. One
team of teens who left the program continued to visit their senior
comfortable
partner. These relationships
rel ation ships provided a comfo
rtab le learning
environment. Adults became m
more
ore open . Students became m
more
ore
involved and sympathetic as they took a personal interest in the seniors'
lives.
The Exchange of Oral History

As intended, discussions were not limited to formal prepared

ybody was saddened
Mr. Smith: Ever
Everybody
saddened,, and 1I was saddened ,
because 1 looked at Martin Luther King as being a hero and a
leader.
Dante: Me too. ,
Mr. Smith: And he brought ...
.. . a lot of changes in this country.

violence.
Dante: And he didn't even use any violence.

Mr. Smith: No.

questions from theme interview worksheets. Students developed their
own topics of historical inquiry ranging from how much everyday

Dante: That's it.

purchases had once cost to discussion of weekly earnings, gender roles,
comic books, sporting events and even to what took place at the Savoy

During oral history questioning, historica
historically
lly and culturally

Ballroom. Most teens enjoyed the oral history gathering process, even

relevant artwork was sometimes introduced as seniors shared their

competing to ask the next question. Comparing prices then with n
now
ow

personal history and culture with teenagers. Making their lives the

was a common preocCllpation among the teens.

center of interest gave them a unique opportunity to display the

Many interesting conversations took place during oral history

understandings they had achieved through experience in a situation

interviews, particularly when students interjected their own questions.

that valorized this know
knowledge.
yOWlg participants often responded
responded.
ledge. The yOWlS

One episode stood out in my mind. During an interview with Mr. Smith,

with contemporary comparisons and contributed original questions

a retired African-American social worker, Dante, a teen of Puerto Rican

of interest such
s uch as, "What was it like to go to the Savoy Ballroom?" and

descent, leaned back on the couch and closed
dosed his eyes, claiming to have

"How
uHow much did it cost back then?" Most noted that they gained a better

an excruciating headache. But Ju
Juanita's
anita's question, "Do you remember

understanding of their conununity's
community's heritage through the lUlique
lU1ique voices
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of older adults. Erickson (1983) asserts that historical inquiry can be

had been unaware of his work, but they listened intently to some of

enhanced by interviewing older acquaintances about a period of time

the comments made by Mrs. Miller:

or place, a young Harlem program participant voiced evidence of this
notion:

I leanled about their background and some things from history

He was a religious man. ... He used. to charge 30 or 2S cents a
eople, the hungry people. That's back
meal. He used to help the ppeople,
in the Depression.

from a person who was around during that time. It gave me a

dearer picture . . .. I used to like it when he [Mr. Smith] talked

They also leamed about segregation during the 1940s from an

about how Harlem used to be. I can imagine. A picture
p icture of the
Ule

older man who experienced it. Mr. Smith spoke of his early years at a

current Harlem is
nothin' you want to decorate your living room
isnothin'

school in the South.

with. He told me how nice it was. I only seen [sk] it in the movies,

but when somebody says it o
out
ut of their mouth that they were

OtIe through seven. Eighth grade
The elementary school ran from one

actually there, it's different. You get more details. It's like bringing
histocy to life.
history

was junior high. We only had one school.
school. We had segregation.
So, the blacks went to their school and the whites went to their
school. That happened in the county that I'm from .... We had
school.

lin schools},
schools], you teach in books. The other
Miguel agreed: "Here {in

another race of people called
ca1led the Indians, and they had their school

way, I see in person with my two eyes." TIle
The intergenerational dialogue

....
.. . . The books that we got
got'were
' were from the white school,
school. if you

gave voice to seniors through the sharing of their personal memories

will. Many of the pages were missing,
missing. and we had to use those

and cultural histories, which became a "medium of expression, an

books. I didn't like that part about it, but we had to do with what
books.l

empathetic way of seeing through another's eyes/,
eyes/' as Gablik (1995, p.

we had.

82) has asserted. Providing recognition and validation (or their life
experiences were empowering to those who had long
l ong been

Many in our country look back on "the good 01' days," but these

disenfranchised, ignored, and forgotten.
forgotten. Their direct connection
cOIUledion to the

personal experiences of segregation and racial prejudice had left many

past valorized their lives and offered a living testament to long ago
events.

oppressive memories among older volunteers which brought a

Oral history questions prompted discussions about famous people

pOignant
poignant silence among the youth. Teachers or textbooks could not

offer more eloquent testimony.

modern technological
and places, entertainment, everyday life before modem

Lifewas a struggle for many people who inunigrated to the United

conveniences, traditions, immigration, and more.
mote. There was
~as a strong

States during the early part of the twentieth century. Anna spoke of

interest in t.he
the Great Depression, and the desperate circumstances

family's
her family
's experience while several of the youngsters listened

described by elders astonished the young people. A few of the seniors

attentively.
attentively.

responded to questions regarding Father Divine, a religious leader in

It was tough here. When I was a very young child, I remember

helped. feed and organize the poor in Harlem. The teens
the 19305 who helped

soup lin.es,
Lines, bread lines. That's when my mother died. Then, my
grandmother came. She took me back to the Virgin Islands. My
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concept,
con cept that oolder
lder adults can serve as resources for understanding art

and explained that she remembered a parranda (party) of singers and

through their familiarity with events from history. The interpretation

noise makers.

of artwork through the reminiscence of elders, and their lived
experiences as revealed through the oral history project were sources

At Christmas,
ChriSlmas, they come around the house starting the 24th of

of understanding of both the artwork and the att
art making process. Oral

December through the 6th of January. People would come playing

history discussion and making art empowered older adults, giving them

instruments and singing and drink coquito
coquilO (a coconut drink for

a forum to share their recollection of the past and compare it with the

theholidaysl .... Sometimes, the people played tricks. The Three

present.

. . . . We
Kings is the 6th of January. We used to go to the country ...

Act
Art Studio

go from house to house. We also eat pork.

While the yOWlg
young participants worked with elders toward the

written
Rita also decided to add the w
ritten names of famous Puerto Rican
Rkan

design and completion of a senior's collage, all were empowered by
the shared experience. Seniors directed teens in developing a theme

women to the tropical island . She had been reading a book about the

lives of famous women from Puerto Rico, and noted,

and creating a web of ideas to symbolically represent their life history
in a collage, often portraying circumstances from early in their lives,

lot......
Those were women from the past century. They suffered a lot

w
hich positioned them as historical/cultural experts. Teens used
u sed their
which

now
. In those times, it was not so easy as now. You see, n
ow in Puerto

a rt skills acquired in training sessions with various media (ie.,
(i.e.,
art

Rico most everybody has a house with a balcony and this and

watercolor
plaster),
laster), and the arrangement
waten:olor and tempera paint, clay and p

that, but before there were three or four people sleeping in the

of found objects to portray the theme while seniors complimented their

same room. That was different.
different.

reviously perceived by teens as
efforts. Art making, which had been ppreviously
little more than the manipulation
m anipulation of media, began to include

The women portrayed in the collage had achieved professions

individually meaningful conten
contentt through dialogue about their collage

included
almost universally denied to women during that time. She induded

religion, and childhood).
themes (i.e., the culture of Puerto Rico, reHgion,

the names of a poet, a writer, a movie
m ovie star, a mayor and other famous
women. As Bonita inscribed their names on the collage, Rita briefly

One intergenerational team (all of Caribbean ancestry) chose
Puerto Rico as a theme, creating a web of various ethnic symbols. This

told their life stories: Julia de Burgos, Antonia Bonilla, Felisa Rincon,
Rita Moreno, Doris Matos de Pasarella, and others.

group followed my suggestion to explore the meaning of the Puerto

The presence of seniors influenced the att
art studio environment.

was
Rican subject m atter as it w
as added to the collage, ~ acrylic painting

Individually
IndiVidually in training sessions, teenagers expressed some fear of

of a lush island with palm trees, Styrofoam clouds and various objects

incompetence in making
m aking art. They' d say, "I
NI can't do that," but in the

Rico constructed
consbucted from scrap materials. Rita, an
often found in Puerto Rko

presence of seniors, "they fel
feltt like they were doing something good"

older Puerto Rican woman, handed the teens her Christmas card

according to the art instructor. H e also observed that there were less

cutouts of Puerto Rican musical instruments to attach to the painting

discipline problems when the seniors were around. The teens were
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and couldn't stop exclaiming about
Eau Claire, Wisconsin, came to visit and
kitchen! The concept of living all on one floor was
our upstairs kitchen!
completely alien
aUen to her.)
h er.)
Ind~
I'm acuteJy
acutely aware of the influence of context or cuJtural
cultural
Ind
~ I'm
pen:eption; but my professional focus was originaUy
originally
background on perception;
on the power and the possibilities of pictorial space. In graduate school
w as
(at the Institute of Design, Illinois Institute of Technology) Ir was
exquisitemodemist
work of my advisor
profoundly influenced by the exquisite
modemistwork
Aaron Siskind, then by my teacher at lIT (and later colleague aatt
]achna, as well as visual
University of Illinois at Chicago) Joseph Jachna,
w ho carried on the new
wizards like Harry Callahan, and others who
tradition.. I'm
I'm sure as artists or art educators
Bauhaus experimental tradition.
you too have explored the space of the frame, notions of figure/ground
and the optical illusions which toggle foreground/background.
What 1 try to stress now, as a teacher, is that such fonnal / spatial
foreground/background,
qualities: foreground
/ background, light /da rk, broad/narrow,
broad /narrow,
horizontal/vertical, smooth/
smooth/rough,
sharp /blurred,
rough, sharp/
blurred, etc. are inseparable

shifted.
On the other hand, in the late 80s and early 90s the work shifted.

from content; and indeed have a profolUld
profound psychological and political

I1 was influenced by close personal and cultural ties w
with
ith a number of

dimension. Today 1I will be sharing some recent work with you that

Latin American artists and photographers. I used digital
digital photomontage

connections in relation to
explores certain fonnal
fonn al and ideological cOJUledions

textt in an attempt to reveal the roots
toots of power relationships
with tex

horticulture.

operating in this hemisphere.
hemisphere.
A 1927 photograph of U.S,
U.S. Marines in Ocotal,
Ocotal, Nicaragua, training

But fLrst
first let me show you some earlier work that grew out of my

members of the Nicaraguan National Guard, (this was after years of
members

experience
experienC€' in Latin America. As a Peace Corps volunteer in the 60s I

u.s.
U.S. military occupation fighting the Nicaraguan nationalist hero

made photographs, not of the people I worked with in the town of

Sandino) represented for me the paradigm image of North-South power

Sucre, Boliva, but rather of campesillos
campesinos or exotic indigenous people,

relationships.
relationships. Enlarged, pixilated, fragmented,
fragmented, and replicated
replicated within

people with whom
whom'I never spoke.

the shape of hemispheric maps, that photograph became
became the matrix
image for
for the installation series titled The Monroe Doctrine: Theme and

Variatiolls.
Varialicms. You
You can see this
this (and some of the
the other works related
related. to
Latin
Latin America) in more detail on the dif
dH website,
website, http:/
http: ///
www.art.uh.edy/difl published by Manual (Ed Hill
HiD and Suzanne
www.art.uh.edu!difl
Bloom), based at
at the
the University of Houston.
H ouston.
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A Thousand Ce"Juries
Centuries combines two images: a stereograph of the
A

children--we need
baritone. Perhaps,
aschildren-we
Perhaps, even as children-or especially as

purported tomb of Columbus in Havana,
Havana, Cuba, with a photograph

stories and songs that acknowledge
acknowledge our nightmares,
nightmares, at the same time

which II took on the streets of Old Havana in 1984.
1984. The second image,
image,

At the Margin, is generated in part from a statue (rather than a tomb) of

that they offer comfort. As an artist I am interested
interested in this kind of
duality--celebrating beauty while recognizing danger;
dangeri honoring anger

Columbus. Keep in mind the predominance
predominance of Columbus statues in
in

and mourning while insisting
insisting on understanding
understanding and analysis.
analysis. I'Ulet
I'll let

the central square of virtually every Latin American capitol at the end
century. II discovered stereographs of these statues when
of the 19th century.

you be
be the judge of how effectively that happens in my work.
In
In any event, when I wasa
was a youngish mother in Oak Park, Illinois,
Illinois,

researching images of Latin
Latin America at the California Museum of

a large
Jarge branch of a magnificent elm in
in our yard.
yard snapped to the ground

Photography. Incorporating them into my eady 90s work,
work, through

during a thUtlderstorm.
thunderstorm. This
TIlis was July of 1978. It was a field day for the

partial. blending or erasure, was a way of questioning the
layering, partial

neighborhood kids, an instant intricate jungle. It was also probably the

master narrative (to use a perhaps hackneyed phrase). At the very least

death
knell for the tree, increasing its vulnerability to Dutch Elm disease,
deathkneU
d.isease,

it was a way to balance the single heroic
h eroic male European figure, with

which was rampant in Oak Park during the 70s.
70s. The disease didn't

attention to some of the anonymous folk at the base of the monument.

manifest in our tree, whose
whose enormous crown had
had shaded our entire

But let's leave the Quincentermi.al
QuincenteJUual debates or clash of perspectives

house, until the early 80s. Pre-emptive
Pre--emptive injections didn't help. In 1982 it

for now, and let me talk about elm trees.l'Ustart
trees.l'U start with a question and a
return to the title of this talk "When the Bough Breaks." Why were we

had to come down.
This loss coincided with a personal blow, the impending breakup

soothed with the rather menacing lyrics of what the Annotated Mother

of our nuclear family. Making a detailed black and white photo-

English"'?
Goose calls "the best-known lullaby in English"?

documentation of the tree's toppling and dismemberment served a
I had no particular plans for these images.
healing function for me. T

They lived in the drawers of my vast archive of dormant
d ormant negatives.
Hush a by Baby
""Hush
On the Tree Top,
When the Wmd
Wind blows

The Cradle w
wiJI
ill rock;
When the Bough breaks
The Cradle will fall,
£all,

elm (ours
Yet grieving the
thee1m
(outS and the many others that reduced Oak
Park's population.from
count- not
population from 16,(01)
16,000 in 1970 to barely 3000 at last
lastrount-nol
to mention losses in many parts of
o f the country and the world), grieving
that elm, and mourning the loss of my traditional family unit, gave
way over time to a curious and critical look at certain traditions, or
" the hazards of monoculture"-the
what I've come to call "the
monocu1ture"- the fragility

Down tumbles Baby,

inherent
"lifestyle."
mherent in planting a single species or in promoting a single "Westyle."

Cradle and all."
aU."

or family model.
In 1998, thanks to a fellow ship at the Bunting lrlstitute,
Institute, Radcliffe
College, I was able to pull together these earlier images, plus new

In my case, g
rowing up in Grand RapidS,
growing
Rapids, Michigan in the 40s

fhe
material, into a two-part exhibition titled Canopy:
Omopy: A Medili1tion
Meditation on
Oil the

and 50s, perllaps I was lulled by the tenderness of my father
's ("antorial
cantorial
father's

American Elm
Elm.. One phenomenon which I've
Demise of the Americtm
J've encountered
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repeatedly during my elm research is the pairing of before-and-after

formed part of an anguished effort to comprehend the absence of the

scenes-with "before" showing homes or buildings gracious under the

World Trade Center towers.

shade of a generous elm canopy; and "after," showing houses
unprotected under a glaring sky. The unquestioned assumption
asswnption seems
Letus retum for the moment to Canopy: AMeditation on the
fhe Demise

to be that
'life under an open sky is bleak and hostile, as if we were cast
that'tife
out of a dappled Garden of Eden.

of the American Elm. We begin this virtual tour of my 1998 Bunting

A 1937 pamphlet (distributed by the Massachusetts Agricultural

Institute by toggling between two images. They are yet another

Experiment Station) titled "The Dutch Elm Disease: A New Ihreat to

example of before and after elm decimation. You can find them as

the Elm" (note that the disease had not been found in Massachusetts at

thwnbnail
thumbnail photos on the current Elm Research Institute website sli

that time) contained photographs that showed a current scene in a

www.forelms.orgl> (I'll talk more about the Elm Research Institute

Massachusetts village (that is, in 1937) contrasted with the projected

later.)

impact of Dutch Elm Disease, shown in a rather crudely altered

The first part of my exhibition was titled, Preseroe/change the

photograph. Closer to my home in Chicago is a circular that was

Character of Our Village. It referenced the tension between our profound

published by the illinois Natural History Survey,
SULVey, probably in the late
60s or early 70s. The caption reads:

human instincts toward preservation or restoration of the familiar, and
our powerful, also human impulse toward change or modification, the
creation of new patterns and paradigms.
Upon entering the gallery on the ground floor of the Institute,

The stately American elms that formed
fonned a cathedral-like arch over

the viewer encountered a seemingly idyllic canopied street. This digital

the University of Illinois boardwalk in Urbana are gone. The area

mural was, in fact, generated from a slide of the Oak Park block where

has been replanted with other species of deciduous trees.

I lived for 17 years (Oak Park, by the way, is a near west suburb of
Chicago, quite urban, and tied into the Chicago Transit Authority; it's

This gives us a vivid contrast, but not such an alannist perspective.

best known to some as the home of Ernest Hemingway and Frank lloyd

In yet another comparison, two students studying the living collection

Wright). As one approached the walls of the gallery, the photographic

of Harvard Yard in 1989 digitally removed all the trees in front of

reality dissolved into a landscape of pixels. It also became apparent

Holworthy Hall, thereby visualizing a landscape which they described

that the continuity of the street image was an illusion, since the wall

as like a penitentiary or a military parade ground.

"surface" was actually composed of 38 panels, eleven of which were

Yes, indeed we do need stories - and images! - tha! acknowledge

light boxes in varying degrees of relief. Translucent images at the side

our nightmares - and our realities. On September 11 we experienced a

of the light boxes were only revealed as one stood near the intersecting

ghastly fulfillment of this scenario of erasure. I'm sure that many of

walls-or, in other words, at the vanishing point of the canopy. (You

you have seen the "ghost limbs" of the memorial which appeared on

may notice a strategy similar to that of theMonroe Doctrine, in the sense

the September 23rd cover of the Sunday New York Tlffies
Tnnes magazine, as

of different realities rendered at different scales & resolutions, and

well as the numerous paired photos (before and after) which have

therefore visible at different distances)
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As an artist, I've
J've been interested in strategies for extending the

presence and meaning of an exhibition beyond a particular gallery

Omopy exhibition, II chose to create a printed
space. In the case of the Cnnopy
poster, as an extension of the installation. This allowed me to introduce

text, and thereby articulate some aspects of Oak Park history which
paralleled and expanded the narrative of change suggested through

the exhibition.

Each translucent light box strip
sbip contained a sequence of21 frames.
frames.
The two strips to the left of the comer represented the cutting down of
our elm tree [1982]. The nine strips to the right of the comer were less
explicitly linked to the elm loss. Rather each was intended to evoke a
friends . These
shifting configuration of relationships among family and friends.
ideo over the
images were recorded through still photography or vvideo

course of almost two decades, for the most part without any intent of

As with the installation, the central image of the poster (especially

using them in this context. The first strips have an elegiac tone; others

if you encounter it in folded fonn) is the sheltered canopy of my Oak

are more prosaic, or even celebratory.

Park street,
street. Like the wall, at sufficient distance it looks almost

Turning yet another corner in this gallery space, one encountered

photographic; close-up it is almost an abstraction. However, erupting

a vertical sequence which reiterated what I would call the redemptive

through the pixels you find both large and small images Signaling
signaling

narrative implications of the light box strips. By "redemptive narrative"

change. The most visible line of text ("preserve/change the nature of

I'm referring to a progression from tradition or homogeneity, through

our village/family/nation")
village/family/ nation") marks the tensions engendered by these

ealing and diversification. The amputated stump which
loss, to hhealing

changes. The texts were taken from local newspapers published

remained in our yard at first as a brutal reminder of absence, decayed

chOOSing excerpts I've
between 1935 and 1997. In the process of choosing

over time into the burgeoning life of the garden.

constructed a kind of historical portrait of Oak Park which is, of course,
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- as is all representation. The quotes (drawn from articles,
selective -as

the recognition of alternatives to the traditional 'family,' there is no

editor) trace pride in the elm-lined avenues
editorials, or letters to the edHor)

unified religious voice in this matter."

of Oak Park, and subsequent alarm at the appearance of Dutch Elm
Disease. I found another kind of uneasiness as well: fears of racial

behalf of the village's urban forest now
.. "Decisions made on behaH
could ensure elegant, elm-lined streets for years to come."

change in the village began to surface about the same time as Dutch

.. "We mourned the loss of our elms in 1974, but the village

1955). At first, both biological
Elm Disease (the first case was reported in 1955).At

replaced them with ... maples.
maples, ashes, lindens, ginkgo.
ginkgo, locust, coffee

and demographic (i.e. racial) changes were conflated as invasions,

tree, euonymus, dogwood and others. [I love the variety. II sit on the

through use of the term "urban blight". In the late 80s and 90s the

front porch and glory in the beauty around me."

threat (especially in the eyes of certain conservative religious groups)
was extended to include the increasing presence and activism of gays

This last eloquent quote was from a resident who wrote to the
'!his

and lesbians in
.in the community.

local paper in September of 1997. He mayor may not have been

Here are a few excerpts from these quotes: The first group (left side)

speaking metaphorically about the diversity of Oak Park's population.

dates from the 1940s and 50s:

But it seems clear to me that most contemporary scientific opinion now
recognizes the botanical folly of a monoculture. For example, Peter del

.. "Oak Park is famed for its vistas of elm-lined streets."

Tredici, curator of collections at the Arnold Arboretum (affiliated with

.. "The
'The drive to conserve the values of Oak Park as a residential

Harvard University, but located in Jamaica Plains, MA) claims that,

and commercial suburb of the highest type seems to be picking up

"The desire to bring back the American elm is basically ail romantic (i.e.

momentum ."
momentum."

emotional) ideal" (1996, p
p.. 7).
7).

.. "After the desired standards have been firmly set up ... constant
""After
civic pressure must be exerted to prevent any letdown."
letdown.
N

.. "Deterioration, blight, and slums are easier to deal with before

In the popular literature on elms.
elms, the unspoken assumption

always seems to be that if one could only solve the disease

headway.""
they have made important headway.

resistance problem, then one could recreate the grand, elm-lined

..... "Report suspicious elms."
elms. "

streets of the past. This idea is biologically unsound
unsound.. Bec-ause
Because of
predator.
the dynamic nature of the interaction between host and predator,
disease
d isease resistance must always be considered a relative

The quotes on the right date from the late 1990s:

phenomenon-always in flux, rather than a fixed genetic trait.
Historical accuracy notwithstanding,
notwithstanding,. it is not in anyone's .interest
interest

.. "Left unchecked, this aggressive and lethal disease could forever
alter the character that Oak Park is known for ... "

to bring the American elm back at its former position of landscape
pre-eminence.
pre--eminence. (del Tredici, 1996, p. 7)

..,. "As Oak
Oak. Park deliberates a Registry for same-sex domestic
partners, we, the undersigned clergy and leaders ... wish to speak out

Yet attachment to this pre-eminent American elm canopy; both as

... While som
some,
e, because of their religious convictions, do not support

a physical phenomenon and as patriotic symbol,
symbol. dies hard. For example,
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numerous articles, essays, and histories about the American elm,

notion of rot
normality,
rot or threat at the core of tradition or suburban normality,

column of text which runs the length of the poster,
alternate with a colUllU'l

which has been the subtext
subtext of any number of films or stories.
A
more recent movie,
2000) is
Amore
movie, The
Tile Vi'Xin
Vir,gi11 Suicides (Coppola,
(Coppola,2000)
is quite

obsessively repeating the elm's Latin species name, Ulmus americalUl.
ameriama.

fascinating in
in its explicit reference to elm loss linked to economic
econ omic
monarch among plebes
plebes
s upremacy among the lesser forest growth
imperial supremacy
Olympian majesty

perfect message of the reigning monarch
towering grace
stately dignity
God's first temples

decline, pollution, and teen alienation. Apparently set in a Detroit
Detroit
suburb, itit opens with the following
following lines: "Everyone dates the demise
of our neighborhood from the suicides of the Lisbon
Usbon girls.
gills. People saw
their clairvoyance in the wiped out elms, the harsh sunlight, and the
continuing decline of our auto industry."
II created a video
v ideo which weavesexcerpts.&om
weaves excerpts from the films
ftlms The
TIle Virgin

cloistered grandeur

Suicides (Coppola, 2000)
2OCXJ) and American
American Beauty (Mendes, 2000) together
with my own footage of eim--cutting
elm-cutting on a particular block of Oak Park

arching vista
one of the noblest works of creation

(I.e.,
(Le., the 600 block of Taylor Street which lost six trees during the summer
o(2000).
o( 2000). This juxtaposition is not intended to suggest that harsh sunlight

most magnificent vegetable of the temperate zones
largest and most graceful tree of the Northeast

leads to suicide, nor to spiritual and economic malaise. Landscapes
l andscapes in
West Texas, for example are valued for their "big skies" and wide open
op en

extreme elegance of the summit
Medusa-like branches
Medusa·1ike

spac:es-conditions
spaces-conditions distinctly different from my Midwestern and New
England experiences.
experiences_ However, I1 trust you can relate to the notion of

serpentine branches

art·ist who
an artist
wh o is rooted in the personal, the particular and the local; but

dean of shade bearers

expands beyond that to broader issues-questions of loss and change,

lattice-like shade

of native and foreign, of homogeneity and diversity,
diversity.. of restoration and

exquisite dapple

innovation. I emphasize the "and" hoping to avoid false polarities.
Earlier I asked that you to keep in mind the Columbus statues

Given the elm's generally benign image and historic importance,
it's not surprising that (according to Arthur Plotnik's The Urban Tree

form erly dominating the central square of virtually
formerly
virtuaJly every Latin
l atin
American capitol
capitoL The analogy with trees is limited. Nevertheless, I'd

Book, 2000)
20Cl0) "elm" is the 13th m
most
ost common
conunon street name in America.

ourr historical
like to suggest that, just as we have enrich ed ou
understanding by attending to alternative narratives, likewise we may
Wlderstanding

But the dissonance between naming and reality in the urban landscape

enrich our horticultural panorama by shifting our attention away from

can be acute.
acute. For example, "Elm Street" passes through what's left of

monumental trees, or structures;
s tructu res; and focusing our
o ur attention, our

Cabrini Green, a public housing project in Chicago. The title for movies
such as Nigitlmarecm
Nightmnrecm Elm Street (which seems to be set am.idst
amidst the palm

nurturing, on the more modest growth or activity at their base. An
excerpt from Adrienne Rich's 1977 poem "Transcendental Etude"

trees of southern California) also builds on that irony in reverse-the

expresses this idea far more eloquently than my words:

P~",da

89

90 When
Wl\etl the Ilough lIrem
Breaks

I've "~t on ~ W~'"
f<lrlC~ above iI
a great,.
sloping ~ld
"',~'" f<ln<'oI:
great.. soft, *'ring
~Id
of muslfI8
musing he;f~,
he'f~. " ("mlSl
("mlStead
.... d
slantin,g \15 planes "Rlmly
<:Rlmly ;n
slantUo,g
'n IM.".]m
the <:aim light,

a dead
c\e.>d elm rai"mg
f1ili.ing bl~"",h",,1
bl"""h",1 ~ru'"
~nJl';
.Ix>vc
;Wove ~ green 50 d~ with life.
J;f",
minute, momentary Ilfe
Ii£,e - ., lug"
lug •. mol"",
mol ... , l'h.,.""nlS,
ph.,.""n!.>, gnats,
gnats.
~pide~ molhs,
spide~
molhli, hwnmingblrds.
hwnmingbirds. ground
groLmdh"W',
h"!\,,, hutterflie:>
hutle,ffie:> -

a Iiletirnc ;5100
alilctirnc
is too narrow
10
to undcrst.w:i
understand il
it all (Rich.
(Rich.. 197$.
1978. PI" 72-77).

[I want to evoke \he singular glwy
gkny ""d
IUld ;n'm'
in'm,'"
II: P""';<'lUS<Iess
P"""<>U...,.,,;s 01
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yeu
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quesLlon !he fctishl2.ing:
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oi tru.
1m. American

!lIm-ils
IlIm-its conn.l
conn . t i"n wilh
with patriotism,
patriotism. its
i15 promotlon
promotion as uniquely

rep,........,tativ.. of our h;"l",y,
representativ
hist",)" n,,'
n"r lillerty,
liberty, and Our cherished traditions.
Through creative
crea.tlv.. dialogue
dialog .... ,I ho]W
hopoo t"
tn stimu],,'"
~ti m"lah> imagillallve
im"ginative alternative
visicns of what ml\y
visions
rn.I\y f1ouri5h
f1ourcl> in CUr
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Note

Esther Parada, an invited keynote to the Texas Art Education Conference in Lubbock, Texas in November, 2001 shares with JSTAE readers
her presentation that she gave at that conference. Parada's photographs,
digital images, and interactive Web art explore historical and contemporary relationships between visual representation and power, and the
complexities of cultural hybridity. Her writings on photography and
cultural politics have appeared in Afterimage, Exposure, Aperture, and
the Michigan Quarterly Revie-w;
Revic-w; and her photographs have been published in numerous journals and books including Art in America,
Leonardo, Feminist Studies, Tile
The Art cif
of Photography (from the TIme-life
Photography series), Iterations: TI,e
TIle New Image, (1993, International
Center of Photography with l\IIIT
JvIIT Press), History of Women Photographers (1994, Abbeville Press), A World History of Photography (Abbeville
Press, 1996), and Rejramings:
Reframings: New American Feminist Photographies, (1996~
Temple University Press). Recipient of National Endowment for the
Arts Photography Fellowships in 1982 and 1988, as well as a Bunting
Fellowship at Radcliffe College in 1997-98, she has exhibited extensively in the United States, Latin America, and Europe. Her work is
represented in the permanent collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, and the Museum
of Fine Arts in Houston.
H ouston. You will find her work at the following Web
sites: Transplant:
Transplant: A TaleofTIlfee
TaleofTIlree Continents at http;//Www.rty£.Dwu,edU/
httpj!IWww.Ity{.Dwu,edu/
Homestead/ eparada /ep-l.html
Homestead/eparada
/ ep-l.html

Michael JJ.. Emme

My son, Paul, had the mixed fortune
fortlUle to be the firstborn to 'older
' older '

parenls
parents (we were "in
'in our 30's when he arrived in our lives)
lives).. He was
between 3 and 4 when the Mutant Ninja Turtles were the hot cartoon
on Tv.
TV, As earnest, engaged and peace-loving parents, we redirected
our son's viewing to videotapes of what we judged to be quality
'educational' children's progranuning
programming and copies of Canadian National
Film.
Film board animated shorts. Paul had a little playmate who came over
to visit and dig in the sandbox almost everyday. This friend wore Ninja
turtle costumes and brought little plastic figures with him most of the

time. Not surprisingly Paul became fascinated by all of the toys and
the stories and began to bug us to let him watch the Ninja Turtles.
Well, we were new parents, so our determination to protect our son

from everything evil in the world hadn't developed many cracks yet
and for .reasons
reasons that are not terribly clear to me now, the Turtles TV
show was on the other side of our own personal good/evil divide.
Paul was persistent but we were resistant and then a funny, wonderful
thing happened. I was sitting within earshot of the two boys and heard
Paul start to tell a story to his friend. He was describing a heroic little
bird who came to the rescue of someone. Of course this was no ordinary

bird. This bird had a costume and a personality and powers (all of
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Note

Esther Parada, an invited keynote to the Texas Art Education Conference in Lubbock, Texas in November, 2001 shares with JSTAE readers
her presentation that she gave at that conference. Parada's photographs,
digital images, and interactive Web art explore historical and contemporary relationships between visual representation and power, and the
complexities of cultural hybridity. Her writings on photography and
cultural politics have appeared in Afterimage, Exposure, Aperture, and
the Michigan Quarterly Revie-w;
Revic-w; and her photographs have been published in numerous journals and books including Art in America,
Leonardo, Feminist Studies, Tile
The Art cif
of Photography (from the TIme-life
Photography series), Iterations: TI,e
TIle New Image, (1993, International
Center of Photography with l\IIIT
JvIIT Press), History of Women Photographers (1994, Abbeville Press), A World History of Photography (Abbeville
Press, 1996), and Rejramings:
Reframings: New American Feminist Photographies, (1996~
Temple University Press). Recipient of National Endowment for the
Arts Photography Fellowships in 1982 and 1988, as well as a Bunting
Fellowship at Radcliffe College in 1997-98, she has exhibited extensively in the United States, Latin America, and Europe. Her work is
represented in the permanent collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, and the Museum
of Fine Arts in Houston.
H ouston. You will find her work at the following Web
sites: Transplant:
Transplant: A TaleofTIlfee
TaleofTIlree Continents at http;//Www.rty£.Dwu,edU/
httpj!IWww.Ity{.Dwu,edu/
Homestead/ eparada /ep-l.html
Homestead/eparada
/ ep-l.html

Michael JJ.. Emme

My son, Paul, had the mixed fortune
fortlUle to be the firstborn to 'older
' older '

parenls
parents (we were "in
'in our 30's when he arrived in our lives)
lives).. He was
between 3 and 4 when the Mutant Ninja Turtles were the hot cartoon
on Tv.
TV, As earnest, engaged and peace-loving parents, we redirected
our son's viewing to videotapes of what we judged to be quality
'educational' children's progranuning
programming and copies of Canadian National
Film.
Film board animated shorts. Paul had a little playmate who came over
to visit and dig in the sandbox almost everyday. This friend wore Ninja
turtle costumes and brought little plastic figures with him most of the

time. Not surprisingly Paul became fascinated by all of the toys and
the stories and began to bug us to let him watch the Ninja Turtles.
Well, we were new parents, so our determination to protect our son

from everything evil in the world hadn't developed many cracks yet
and for .reasons
reasons that are not terribly clear to me now, the Turtles TV
show was on the other side of our own personal good/evil divide.
Paul was persistent but we were resistant and then a funny, wonderful
thing happened. I was sitting within earshot of the two boys and heard
Paul start to tell a story to his friend. He was describing a heroic little
bird who came to the rescue of someone. Of course this was no ordinary

bird. This bird had a costume and a personality and powers (all of
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enthusiastic4-year-old detail). Over
which were described in great, enthusiastic-4-year-old

just said that the program was on after his bedtime (which was true).

friend . I came to realize
the weeks Paul continued to tell stories to his friend.

But by the age of 5 Paul understood all about the potential of Videotape.
videotape.

friend repackaged
that he ~as feeding the Ninja turtle stories back tohis friend.

H e asked us to tape the Simpsons so he could watch it the next day.
He

in the guise of 'Superbird'!
'Superbird'1 At one point Paul's friend got so excited by

Neither my wile
wife nor I had really watched the show. Cracks began to

the stories that he asked my son what channel Superbird was on.

appear in our parental resolve and we (predictably?!) caved in to the

Shortly after Superbird came into our lives we moved from the

pressure of ow
our 5 year old.
old. That was the evening of January 17, 1991.

west coast of Canada, on Vancouver Island, to the east coast and Halifax,

That
1hat also tumed
turned out to be the beginning of Operation Desert Storm,

Nova Scotia. Paul had to leave his sandbox playmate behind, but

the invasion of Iraq by US/UN military forces.
forces. We had programmed

Supemird evolved. My
Superbird made the trip. Over several years Superbird

ow
our VCR to tape the Simpsons for 8:30, but the war took over the

son got a stuffed toy of the Muppet character Gonzo, who became

airwaves at around 8pm
Bpm in Halifax.

Superbird, and a nightly bedtime companion. H e received a hand-me-

fe lt a tug on my pillow.
At 6 in the morning on January 18 1I felt
p illow.

down set of pajamas with the Toronto Bluejays baseball team logo on it

Standing next to o;te
me was an eager face w
wanting
anting to watch his Simpsons'

that became his Superbird shirt. His recreational drawing often ended
tllat

tape. More than half asleep I had to explain to my son that a war had

up involving elaborate maps of Birdland that would include lengthy,

begun and that all of the channels were showing the war. The Simpsons

sometimes stream of consciousness explanations of the politics, crisis

had been canceled that nighl
night Of course Paul whined and complained

and intrigue experienced by the expanding collection of good and evil

and asked for further explanations, but the rhythm of the day soon

characters surrounding Superbird. Birdland even became the way that

took our attention.

Paul and I talked about death and the idea of an afterliIe
afterliIeonce
once he began
imagining that Superbird couldn' t live forever. ( He thought some form

patterns of the day will help them remember and think about ideas.

to coast again
of recycling sounded good.). When we moved from coast tocoost

Any primary teacher will tell you that small children derive real joy

Halifax to central Washington state ((II was an academic
this time from Halifax.

from knowing
knOwing that at 12:30 on Tuesday the teacher always reads us a

nomad in search of a tenure track oasis!) Paul was old enough to ride

story. At 6 am on January 19 Paul was thinking about some of the ideas

with
me nearly
wilhme
nead y 6000 kilometers in a rental truck.
truck.. Photographing water

we had discussed
discussed. at 6 am the previous mOrning.
moming. Again I felt a tug on

towers w
ith a Polaroid camera and telling Superbird stories were the
with
main entertainment for 610ng
6 long days of traveling. Superbird developed

my pillow. Again the same bright face slowly came into focus as I tried

an alphabet and language (Birdlandish, naturally) and
apd helped Paul to
develop interests in government, storytelling and perfocmance
performance that are
still important to my son's identity even though Superbird watches

Now one of the marvelous things about 5 year aids is that the

to wake up. This time, with a bit of concern etched around his eyes,
"Dad?? With the war, did they blow up the spaces between
Paul asked, "Dad
the channels?"

the world from a shelf these days.
days.
While we were living in Nova Scotia Paul began lobbying my

Tthink I nneed
eed some coffee!
coffee!

wife and 1 to let him see the Simpsons. This was the hot show
s how for
lor Paul

A few days later when Paul
Paul was watching (yes weare a 1V
TV family)

and his kindergarten classmates. At first we played a bit dumb and

cartoons the programming was interrupted by a newscaster who
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announced, "Next up, the latest on the war in Iraq." Paul turned tomy
anno1.U1ced,
torny

I feel very strongly that our visuality, comprised of the perception

wife and asked, "Mom, was that an ad for the war?" Maybe coffee

and response to the visual world on the one hand, and our processes

isn' t strong enough! Children study television as they watch it. Alter
isn't

of visual creation and communication on the other are central

the invasions of Kuwait and then Iraq in January 1991, Birdland

ingredients in social development in this neW
new century. 1I also believe

experienced war. War existed for my son not only as a series of actioos,
aclioos,

that a centuries-old prejudice that subordinates visual knowing and

but as a question that became one of the features of his image~making

thinking to the knowing and thinking possible with words and numbers

and story telling.

is changing (Stafford 2001). Now, because of work by activist researchers

and educators (Fisclunan$ 2001), it is just beginning to be possible for

Critical Creativity

academics to ask, "can I know this moment, analyze this idea$
idea, or express
this concern better through images?" We are still a
a long way from being

Days after the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade

able to answer this question with a strong, "yes!" There are lots of

Centerin
Center in the United States I heard an interview on the radio. The short

implications embedded in this question because the patterns of analysis,

exchange, with peace educator and activist Johan Galtung, not

the responding to images, is fundamentally different from the reading

surprisingly in light of world events, focused on conflict resolution.

of words. I think the patterns of mind involved in perceiving a visual

While I was impressed by professor Galtung's commitment to

image ... not to mention a 3-dimensional experience like the structure

peacemaking (http://www.lende.no/conflict). and his real experience

that probably surrounds you as you read this, are very closely parallel

serving as a mediator in world conflicts, what struck me most was the

to the thinking processes that we recognize as creativity. Whether you

word he used to describe the key ingredient in conflict resolution. That

conceptualize it as a postmodem affinity to collage (Brockelman, 2001),

word was 'creativity'. As an artist, art educator, academic and parent I

or as the ' rediscovery' of analogy (Stafford, 1999) or even spacial

suppose it makes sense that creativity,
creativity. whatever that may mean, would

intelligence, (Gardner, 1999) it is clear that educators and the world of

be important to me. After hearing Professor Gallung describe how he

academic research are far more comfortable with the nonlinear, complex

has worked with disputants individually to try to move them into the

thinking patterns that might have been derided as 'mere' intuition in

kind of creative mindset that would allow them to imagine beyond the

the recent past.

immediate details of violence and conflict, 1
I had a vivid example of
something I believe to be true. Creativity isn't just about personal

Medium vs. Media?

expression, it is also foundational to the health and survival of society.
It takes real risk·taking creativity for adults locked in violent conflict

The art world is divided into categories. Clement Greenburg's

to get beyond the action of war to the challenge of questioning their

modernism may have
h ave asserted the idea that each medium has its

own actions.

meaning SO
50 years ago, but a quick survey of most contemporary art
programmes reveals that we continue to divide art making into distinct
processes such as painting. drawing sculpture and photography. Mixed

media and multi media education is certainly on the rise, but does not
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learning, yet. On the other hand.
hand, there is astrong
dominate art leaming,
a strong tendency

document. Representations aestheticize and thus undermine

in critical and educational literatures to visualize ' the media (meaning
the mass media of television and film) as monolithic and monstrous.

documents as evidence. At the same time, representations allow a
certain distance in the face of particularly horrific documentary that

baJUler quotation, "A democratic civilization will save itself only
The banner

can allow resistant viewers to approach otherwise overwhelming

if it makes the language of the image into a stimulus for critical
(0. Eco
&0 (as cited on the media
reflection. not an invitation to hypnosis." (U.
www.meciialit.org) assumes that the media pacify
literacy web site: www.medialit.org)

events. Certainly this approachability is one of the strengths
s trengths of
Spiegelman's comics. The balance that Spiegelman strikes behveen
between

viewers into an uncritical stupor. While major media education sites

images and narrative to sustain a level of power that Hirsch wouJd
would

element. most are strongly
and curriculum encourage a media making element,

argue could easily have been lost through overexposure.

fiction and fact.
fact, between cartoon and photo document allows the

inflected by the perceived urgent need to deal with the media as a

In
[n many ways my son's childhood experiences h,we
have no connection
cormection

problem l .,
Those of us who are educators often argue about the need for

with the childhood experiences depicted by Spiegelman
SpiegeJman in his two MollS
MaliS
comics. In focusing
focu sing on the children of victims of trauma, Hirsch

media 'literacy'
' Hteracy' because the term ''literacy'
literacy' is our only metaphor for

identifies a population where the use of creative play in response to

controlling commwtication.
communication. In a world filled with monstrous media,

the world can have severe restrictions. Arguably any context where

teaching control seems essential; the loss of control is a crisis (and as a

children's freedom
£reedom to respond creatively to world events is surrounded
surrowlded

fWld then mundane 'needs').
bonus, educational crises are easier to fund

by a dominating adult framework (be it media, parental, educational)

Writing about the
lhe childretl
children of holocaust survivors generally, and

is a context where both criticality and self-identity
sell-identity suffer. The role that

Maus II,
focusing specifically on Art Spiegelman's comic book novel Mnus
lI,

critical strategies play in media literacy curriculum would seem to

Hirsch describes what he calls ' postnlemory-'
postmemory.'

demand a degree of creative freedom for
(or students and teachers alike.
One of the recurring debates in the literature
lite.rature on media literacy

Postmemory is a powerful and very particular form
foan of memory

curriculae is the trap, on the part of curriculum developers, of

precisely because its connection to its object or source is mediated.
mediated

attempting to 'inoculate' students against the media.

not through recoU
ection but through an imaginative investment
recollection
who grow up dominated
dominated. bbyy narratives that precede their birth,

wanner. Even in
In visual arts education the language is much warmer.
the most politicized art classes there is still some room for personal
expression. Milbrandt's (2002) recent study of arteducators engagement

whose belated stories are evacuated by the stories of the previous

with social issues suggests that while many educators recognize and

generation shaped by traumatic events that can be neither

even value the political side of art, fewer than 11%
11 % would ultimately

understood nor recreated. (Hirsch, 1997, p.
p. 22)

ch
oose to break open their modernist cocoon to allow real world
choose

and creation ...
.. . Postmemory characterizes the experience of those

concerns to dominate their classes. Perhaps it is not surprising, then,
then,

In the case of
Spiegelman, Hirsch focuses on the fact that the comic
ofSpiegcl.ma.n.

that many of the ideas and skills we teach don'
don'tt generate the sense of

book includes several photographs among the pages of drawings.

urgency that the tenn
lean literacy conjures. The state of art education is
is

Hirsch
ffirsch explores the relationship between the aesthetic and the
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not perceived as a crisis except in the language of documents such as

reveals itself as fragmented and complex. In reflecting on arteducation
art education

Visutll Arts £ducaticm:
Student Learning
Vistull
Education: Setting and Agenda for Improving Studerrt

and media studies these impulses can also be discovered. The structures

(Goodwln, 2001). The crisis is about the marginality to the educational
(Goodwin,
main 6tream and the response has more to do with accountability than

of art as they are taught in public school, art schools and universities
are aimed at expressive visual communication. These curricula are still

literacy.
Fischman's (2001) recent survey, "Reflections About Images,

d esign concepts,
deeply vested in such modernist tropes as Bauhaus design

VISual C
Culture,
ulture, and Educational Research
Research: ' is an elegant depiction of

scu1pture,
sculpture, and,
and,.in
in art education, the traditional interpretive disciplines

the current scope and debate about the use and study of images in

movement. Media Education curriculum, as
as explored by the DBAE movemenl

research. The author traces both the presence of visual
educational research.

discussed earlier, are built on a foundation of criticality driven by

research and the ongoing debates about the ways images constitute

sociological and theoretical interpretations of cultural power that

knowledge in a research environment. He cites Eisner's argument for

foreground the mass media as potent tools of control. Brocklemean's

the role of experiential understanding along with the more dominant

metaphor suggests to me that art education is modem
modern to media studies'

"verificationisl
"verificationist conception of knowledge" (as cited in Fischman, p.31).

impulses
postmodem. His argument about the coexistence of these two
twobnpu1ses

Fischman sees the growth of visual research as a process of developing

suggests to me that the intenningling of art education and media studies

tools that can be used to address the fields current blind spot' (p. 32)

would represent a more complete visual education that would address

with regard to the impact of visual culture on teaching and learning. It

the marginality perceived by many art educators. Introducing criticality

has been my position that the field of art education must draw from its

and a more open engagement w
with
ith contemporary visual culture in all

strengths as teachers with and about visuality and take those tools and

its forms strikes me as a far more meaningful and appropriate strategy

ideas to educational research and practice, rather than trying to turn

then trying to remodel existing art educational practice to seem more

art education into another academic subject. Having said that, there is

like other curricula through the disciplinary structuring of assessment

a need for art educators to reflect on the difference between medium

and accountability plans being promoted in documents such as Visual

education and media education.

Arts Education: Setting and Agenda for Improving Student
Stlldent Learning

4"

the study of individual mediums such as painting, drawing or
or

(Goodwin,2001).
(Goodwin,200I
).

Convergence
Brockelman (2001) identifies collage as an apt metaphor for the
relationship between the modem and the postmQdern. He argues for
the longstanding coexistence of the attraction to unity in modernism
and the repulsion toward fragmentation in postmodernity. His

argument echoes Soja's (1989) in replacing historidzing
historicizing sequence with
the geographical complexity
complexi.ty of simultaneity. For Brocke1man,
Brockelman, culture

and meaning, like collage, are constantly striving toward unity that

This reflection returns me to the several stories of my son I told
m e to witness a
at the beginning
begirming of this paper. His experience allowed me

young, creative mind that was able to play, invent and critique in a
media saturated environment. An individual child living with many

privileges, comforts and support is not the same as a school or a
community. Nonetheless I pass these stories on to you because I
leam from them as
asII reflect, as an art educator, on the choices
continue to learn

we are making regarding the future of children's visual learning.
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1. examples of sites.www.media-awareness.ca
http: //interact.uoregon.edu/
MediaLit/mlr/
index..html
http://inte
ract.uoregon.edu/ MediaUt/
mlr/ home/ index.html
//www.adbusters.org/home/
http: //www.adbusters.org/home/
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Poggi, C. (1992). In defiance
defiance of painting:
painting: Futurism, cubism and the
invention a/collage..
of collagf:.. New Haven: Yale University Press.
ew York:
Renoz, M.,
Rcnoz,
M ., (Ed.).(1993). Theorizing documentary. N
New
Rutledge.
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H

Professional wrestling means an activity in which participants
sstruggle
truggle hand-in-hand primarily Cor
for the purpose of pprovi.ding
rovi.ding
entertainment to spectators rather than conducting a bona fide

Shocked . 1997, p. 30).
athletic contest. (We' re Shocked,.

In a 1957 article that remains seminal, Barthes (1972) says, that

Paul Duncum

professional
proCessional wrestling is a "sum of spectacles." (p. 16). While the laws
that regulate professional sports stipulate
s tipulate that action may be taken
against those who permit
per:mit a sham or fake a match, there are no
comparable admonitions against fakirlg
faking a wrestling match,
match. (Maguire

TV wrestling stretches the envelope of what arteduestors
art educators might

& Wozniak, 1987),
U sport is part play and part display, w
wrestling
1987). [f
restling on

contentt under the emerging art educational
consider legitimate conten
paradigm of visual
visuaJ culture. (Duncum & Bracey, 2001) TV wrestling. or
"rasslin" as its known to its audience, is a significant
significatlt cultural site

television is all
aU display
d isplay and only a pretence of play.
play, In the terminology

because it is very popular and,
and. under analysis, has much to say about

of the 1V
world, those who do not understand that it is faked
Caked
TV wrestling world.

are called "marks"; they are easy prey because they are very stupid
(McCoy, 2(01).
ZOOI).

contemporary cultural experience,
expe.rience,especially
especially that of its audience. While
it provides pleasures and reference points to its audience, these reference

points are often sexist.
sexist, xenophobic, homophobic, and in terms of
familial relationships, dysfunctional. They are also violent and obscene.

Its Popularity
The popularity of 1V
TV wrestling is
js apparent on consideration of

This paper both acknowledges the lived experience of the
audience
audience for TV wrestling and calls into question the structures of
feelings and ideas that are embodied in art. For the fanner
fonner it
jt employs

just a few statistics. In the US alone it is a multi-billion dollar business '

the theory of "needs and gratifications" that holds that cultural sites

the then two rival programs were the two highest !i\ted
rated programs on

serve
5elVe deep instinctive and/ or social fwlctions.
functions. By contrast, in critiquing

fonns of cultural
cable (Scott,
(Scott? 1999). It has also spread into other forms

TV w.restling.
wrestling. a cultural sstudies
tudies approach is employed that views

production.
production, In 1999 the autobiographies of two top liners occupied

underlying values of cultural sites in terms of the hierarchic power

New
ew York Ttmes
Tunes Bestseller
the number one and three positions on the N

structu.res
structures of society.

list in 1999 (Devine, 2000), and merchandise - induding
including plastic action

with a weekly viewing audience of 35
3S million people a week (Cantor,
1999). It has long been used to attract people to cable TV, and in 1999

flgures,
figures, T shirts, videotapes, feature filins,
films, photographs, fan clubs,
dubs, and

Definition
TV wrestling ssh
hould
ou ld not be confused with sport; it is
entertainment, as the following legal defmition
deflnition makes clear:

magazines - grossed $400 million in sales.
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then would not only be found in the cartoon-like simplifications
espoused by TV wrestling, that are so appealing to children, but in the

The precise
precisE! demographies of th
thee audience are
a re contested.

wrestUng now claim a far broader audience than its
Apologists for TV wrestling

constraining
coI'lStraining regimes that govern children's experience. What is clear
is that TV wrestling
wresUing is highly popular and big business.

traditional working-class male fans. There is some independent
evidence to support this view (Migliore, 1993; Ramsay, 1992) but recent

Its Pleasures

machinations ofTY station owners (Rutenburg, 2001) suggest that the
machinatioI'lS

great majority of vviewers
folU1d them to be in
iewers remain, as Scholosbers fOlUld

The pleasures of lV
TV wrestling are many and diverse, and I deal

1987. His profile of a typical TV wrestling fan was male, among adults

here with onJy
only a few:
few ; visual spectacle, mythmaking,
mytlunaking, insider knowledge

aged 18-24, poorly educated, and with a higher proportion of Blacks

and artifice, and the carnivalesquejoys
camivalesquejoys of inverting social nonns. Most

than in the whole population. Campbell (1996) accounts for this

oC
ures have been described in terms of "needs and
of these pleas
pleasures

traditional demographic by arguing that the working-class finds an

gratifications" theory whereby TVwrestling is said to gratify both social
gratificatioI'lS"

echo of its own experience in the determination of fa te through physkal

and instinctive needs.

rather than intellectual trials. The constant defeat of the good guys
and ineffectiveness of the referee is also said to reflect working class

Sp ectacle
Visual Spectacle

experience.
Perhaps the broader audience is due to the opportunity TV

Barthes (1978) predates the post-modem emphasis on spectacle

wrestling offers to escape the more general constraints of an ever

noting.. "For adults the issue is clear - wrestling is faked: the public
by noting,

increasingly regulated social life, distant and indifferent governments,
goverrunents,

is uninterested in whether or not it is rigged because it abandons itself

and repressive religiOns.
religions. A broader audience presumably mediates

to the primary virtue of the spectacle - what matters is not what one

wrestling differently from a working class audience, perhaps relishing

thinks, but what one sees "(p. 15). TV wrestling has been likened to

self-mocking and paroctical qualities, ddelighting
elighting in what is knowingly
its seU·mocking

MIV in that it
MTV

so artificial and exaggerated
exaggerated. as to be funny. Perhaps better-eclucated
better-educated
and better-paid audiences also
a lso take pleasure in feeling superior to what
is cheap and the product of the sensibilities of those who they perceive
to be are beneath them. For this audience, TV wrestling would offer

opportunities for slumming.
attempts to appeal to children appears to be
Meanwhile, recent aHempts
working, with TV wrestling Internet sites being accessed by 13 percent
oC
olets on the Internet, making it the number one
of all 12 to 34 year aIds

entertainment
entertai.nment site among 12 to 34 year olds, and the number one sport
site among 12 to 17 year olds (WWFE,2001). Its appeal to youngsters

uses a visual style characterised by an insistence on the importance
of the Signifier, physical sensations, the surface of the body ....
Wrestling fans need not spend any intellectual energy making
sense of wrestling. It is a spectacle that exaggerates the visible,
works on the physical senses, and refuses meaning or depth

(CampbeU, 1996, pp. 127,
127,128).
128).
It is thea tre; specifically, it is an "elaborately staged and
a nd
imaginatively costumed" combination of melodrama, soap opera and

,
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slapstick comedy (Devine,
(Devine. 2000,
2000. p. 11). Professional wrestling requires
slapstick.comedy

While acknowledging that the wrestling is choreographed
choreographed. and

of its actors the communication to a large audience of emotional states

the pplot
lot lines are scripted, fans are willing to suspend disbelief even

effects of torture, abasement,
outraged (ury.
fury. abjection.
abjection,
such as the eUects
abasemen t~ outraged.

offer a deeper truth. As
where the acting
actillg is poor because it appears to olfer

triumphand
offered up as theatrical
and contempt. Because it is offered.
cowardice, triwnph

Niroages strike some responsive cord of affirming
Ramsay (1992) says, '"images

Levi (1998) rightly says that
tha t it is misread if it is seen as
spectacle,
spectacle. Levi.

recognition about lifegenera11y"
life generally" (p. S).
5). This is why it appeals to those

fraudulent.
Visually, it is a celebration of what is artificial, exaggerated or

who frame their experience as one of oppression; they see themselves

explosively ridiculous; it is everything that refined good
wildly, and exploslvely
taste is not. It suppresses narrative drive in favour of the dazzling,
dazzling. the
spellbinding; as theatre it celebrates corporeal sensations, albeit virtual.
and downplays characterisation and p lol

circumstances beyond their control, whkh
which according to
as beaten by cirounstances
CampbeU (1996) is why heroes are more often defeated than triumphant.
Campbell
triwnphant.

1V
TV wrestling confums
confirms the audiences experience:
experience of what is real, but

also it provides participants a community of spectators
s pectators with
w ith whom
formed, however fleetingly and however virtual.
social bonds are fanned.

Mythic Dimensions
Dimen sions

Insider knowledge and the Sk
Uls of ArtiHce
Artifice
Skills

TV wrestling is without a narrative interest.
This is not to say that 1V

Until the past
p ast few years 1V
TV wrestling has existed in a tension

From various perspectives observers have commented on the mythic,
TV wrestling, including
metaphoric and ritualistic dimensions of 1V

between two related but quite diHerent
different pursuits,
pursuits. theatre and sport.

history (Devine, 2000), Jungian psychology (Zengota, 1994), and
anthropology (Migliore, 1993). Ramsay (1992),
(1m), a sociologist,
sociolog;st, sees TV

theatre. Thus, even the most causal viewer could indulge in the
pleasures of being-in
being·in the-know,
the.krlow, in the secret, however open the secret,

wrestling as a moral drama oorr morality play.
play, a latter-day passion play.

that the narratives were fiction and the bouts were faked.
faked. Pleasure

In this sense too it is not fake; as a myth it is real. This can be seen by

came (rom
from seeing what could not possibly
pOSSibly be believed,
beUeved, as ring

discerning the recurrent patterns
pattems involved. According to Ramsay's
research, most fans report that the prime attraction is wrestling's
wrestling' s dearclear·

commentators frequently proclaimed, yet, nevertheless, was constantly
asserted to be true. In this way the pleasure of watching lay in a tension

cut incarnation of good and evil. Yet while there are no shades of grey,
there is much more.
mote. Heroes suffer at the hands of unscrupulous

between an official discourse of what one was witnessing and knowing
more.

opponents and ineffective referees as well as the general arbitrariness
of fate. Often they
th ey suffer repeated failures, but their manliness is

However, the pretence to be sport has recently given way to an

While it purported to be sport, all but the utterly naive knew it was

•

open acknowledgement that wrestling
w.restling is all theatre. As one of the top
top

demonstrated by accepting their outrageous fortune because there is
no salvation without pain,.
pain, even humiliation. Yet justice demands

anybody'seyes .....
. .... It'slive-action
tt'slive--action soap opera. It's
It'sentertainment''
entertainment" (cited

retribution where ultimately evil is destroyed by its own weapons of
of

in Scott,
Scott~ 1999). Cantor (1999) says that in this respect TV wrestling is

force.
/oro!.

posf.tnodern cultural phenomenon, openly
now a quintessentially post-modem

liners
Liners explains: "No longer
lon ger is anyone trying to pull the wool over
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itseU and engaging the audience in the joke. For the audience,
parading itself

the fUlger to authority. This gives it, however momentarily, authority

the success of a wrestling match is not in who wins or loses, but how

over authority as weU as the pleasure of bonding with a community of
like
like minds.

effectively the wrestlers play their roles. While a kind of morality play,
it is all designed to be fun and one of its pleasures lies in admiration

Its Reference Points

for the skill of artifice.
Carnival
TV wrestling offers all the pleasures of the carnival. Like medieval

tums their power on their head
carnivals, it criticises social norms and turns

I

TV wrestling has undoubted appeal, but what is it about? If its

pleasures are many and diverse,
diven;e, what values and beliefs does it seek
to both challenge and side step? ""Needs
Needs and gratifications" theory
seeks to explain and, by implication, justify TV wrestling. By contrast,
what foUows
foU ows is a cultural shldies
studies attempt to challenge TV wrestling in
terms of its underlying values.
tenns

through derisive laughter (FISke, 1987; Campbell, 1996; Langman, 1997).
The TV wrestling ring is a carefully circumscribed ludic space where
the vulgar, obscene and erotic are celebrated, Like the festivals of
feudal times, where for a day all that was normally repressed was

TV wrestling is decidedly "non-PC." In particular, it is radst,
racist,
xenophobic, sexist, homophobic, violent, anarchic and obscene. AJso,

rovides frenzied expression to what is
inverted, TV wrestling pprovides

more recently, it engages in the same seriously dysfunctional
dysfun ctional

unwritten
elsewhere constrained or forbidden. For example, breaking Wlwdtten

relationships celebrated by programs like the Jerry Springer
Spri.nger Show.
While cloaked inoutlandish
in ouUouldish humour,
hwnour, it deals with "the other" -_whether
of another race, country,
country. gender, or sexual orientation -_ in terms of
degrading stereotypes.
stereotypes.

rules saw one wrestler base his character on the alleged size of his penis
and another, described
d escribed by Leland (1998) as "a
Na walking cry for
(or help,"
heJp,"
strutting about brandishing a woman's severed.
severed head.
While legitimate sports value fairness and equality for aU the
pplayers
layers as well as respect for the loser, wrestling inverts the domi.J\at\t
dominant
idcology.
ideology. Campbell (1996) says that for the losers of society it represents
their ideology; they know that they have little chance of being respected
by the winners, and they don't necessarily admire the winners.
winners. It is a
chance for them to demonstrate their difference through a celebration
of a resistant culture, and it
it shows the strength and endurance of such
oppositional and disruptive popular forces. nus
This is
is another reason
CampbeU
CampbeU (1996) claims that the bad guys of wrestling so often win; the
audience identifies with the "baddies."
TV wrestling transgresses the moral boWldaries; it mocks, and,

often literally
literaHy as well as metaphorically, sticks out
out its tongue or gives

•
Racism
restJers
While most "baddies" are presented as unethical, black w restlers
are often seen as uncivilised. One prominent black wrester, }unkya
rd
}unkyard
coUar and chain as a vestige of slavery, and he frequently
Dog, wore a collar
wrestled on all-fours.
alI-foW'S. While his managerdaimed
manager claimed that heworked
he worked with

}unkyard
Junkyard Dog to "draw out his charisma from within," this effectively
meant wearing a spiked coUar and a leash, and eating dog biscuits that
Magu.i.re &
&: Wozniak, ]987, p. 262).
fans threw into the ring (cited by Maguire
Another black wrestler was taunted by opponents as "a monkey" and
compared to a gorilla in the Atlanta Zoo.
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Kamala, purportedly from Uganda, was variously described in

Arab wrestlers have always been presented as treacherous

fan magazines as having an "animalistic look in his eyes", " the look of

(Ramsay, 1992), so a stereotype was ready at hand when directly

a wild animal," and having "animalistic tendencies" (p. 265). In one

following the September 2001 terrorist attacks on the US, the entire

interview he brought along his lunch, a live chicken in a cage and on

company of wrestlers, good and bad, lined up to outdo each other in

returning from a commercial break the chicken had gone but feathers

their: verbal vitriol against the as-then unclear perpetrators of terror.

covered Kamala's face. In another interview Kamala was said to be

Through this unprecedented show of solidarity, which transgressed

"eyeing up the cameraman" while his stomach rumbled, so that viewers

the usual intrawrestling conflicts, TV wrestling continued to serve as a

were invited to believe that Kamala was a cannibal (p. 265). In a further

marker of America's enemies.

example, the New Zealander Maoris, oddly called the Bushwackers,
are said to "slaver, bulge their eyes, and strut grotesquely around the

Sexism

ring ... in a caricahrre
caricahlre of drooling idiot" (Zengota, 1994, p. 168).

Woman appear most often "as clinging love slaves of the muscled
villains, pouting seductively at the camera, stripping the man of his
Xenophobia

outer garments'before
garments before the match and interfering during it to save 'their
men'" (Zengota, 1994, p. 173). Their secondary role is underlined by

Until the last decade it was possible to view the periodic booms

having such cute and submissive names as Precious, Baby Doll, and

of professional wrestling in the United
United. States in terms of its simplistic

Miss Blossom (p. 173). Women wrestlers, or divas as they are called,

and xenophobic interpretation of international political events with

used to appear as oddities like wrestling midgets, but nowadays they

America's enemies personifying evil (Monkak, 1989 in Richard, 1999,

With. the same instantly recognised stereotype!;
stereoty~
are more commonplace. With

p.137). In the 1930s it was the Nazis and Japanese; in the 1950s it was

"pretty cheerleaders and down-to-earth
as their male counterparts, "preUy

the Hungarians and the Russians; in the early 1980s it was the Iranians

cowgirls face off against slinky leopard women and ratty-haired biker

and the Russians (Campbell, 1996). The Iron Sheik, purportedly from

molls" (p. 173). Dressed to expose their bodies, even what little they

Iran, and Nikolai Volkoff from Russia, were matched against an

wear is often ripped off during a match. They exist in a tension betw"een

iconographic patriot of the US, Sargent Slaughter. The Iron Sheik
Sheik. would

exploiting just
a prurient wish to avoid reference to pornography and explOiting

denounce everything American while Volkoff would grab the arena

that interest. Internet sites of women wrestlers include those where

microphone and demand silence so he could sing the Russian national

the wrestlers appear in the nude whereas there are no such similar

anthem. Meanwhile, Slaughter kissed babies, draped himself in the

sites for male wrestlers.

US flag, and extolled the virtues of everything just and American.
Despite the despicable tactics of the foreign duo, Slaughter usually

Homophobia

prevailed.
preVailed.
The appeal of near naked men displaying their muscles and in
constant physical contact with one another is proportionate to the denial
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of any homoerotic interest. Homoerotic desire is carefully policed and

their parents.
parents, The Undertaker then turns out to be the son ofhls
ofltis manager

this is best illustrated in the invariable
drag. Gold
invariable fate of wrestlers in drag.

who neglected him for years and is only belatedly acknowledging

Dust pranced into the ring performing an effeminate parody of a gay
man and was beaten to a pulp by the other wrestlers in what one

the elements are there: sibling rivalry,
paternity. Cantor (1999) says, "All theeJementsare
disputed parentage, child neglect and abuse, domestic violence, family

commentator called "ritualised fag bashing" (in Vadim, 2000, p. 196).

revenge" (pp. 20-21), and the scene is set for endless confrontation.

incident, The Beverly Brothers, in lavender tights,
In another incident.
pouting and hugging each other, entered the ring against the

Anarchic and obscene

Bushwackers, who by contrast wore big boots and work clothes. As
the Bushwackers pounded their effeminate opponents baiting them as

The show of solidarity over
OVer the terrorist attacks was an aberrant

queer and gay, the crowd of thousands shouted
shouted. "faggot, faggot, faggot,"
faggot"

return
retum to an earlier period of 1V
TV wrestling when the enemies of the US

and at the conclusion of the match they cheered and stomped approval
for 10 minutes. Jenkins (1997) says that what necessitated this

were dear
clear and values well understood. Over the past decade TV
wrestling has tended to reflect the demise of dear
clear enemies abroad and

homophobic spectacle was the need to define the Beverely
Severely "sisters" as

the general breakdown of traditonal sources of authority and

outside accepted masculinity, a space where homoerotic desire could

1990s, TV wrestling increasingly became
authenticity. During the 19905,

be freely expressed without danger of its calling into question the

anarchic. Instead of good guys and bad guys only occasionally

gender identity or sexual preference of the audience. While wrestling

converting to their opposite side, wrestlers swapped back and forth at

is an excuse for homoerotic contact, nothing is allowed to threaten the

regu.lar
regular intervals.
intervals. While attempting to maintain the opposition of good

heterosexuality of the audience.

verses bad with all its associated qualities, TV wrestling has come to
blur these distinctions by constantly
constantJy alternating its representatives and

•

by allowing
allOWing heroes more and more to indulge in ssuch
uch massive
mas sive
Familial dysfunction

between the
retribution that there is effectively nothing to distinguish behveen
perpetrators of violence. Whereas wrestlers used to retain their identity

With the breakdown of the Soviet Union, foreigners have been,

as good guys or bad guys, they now switch back and forth with such

to some
sonte extent, displaced as enemies in favour of psychopaths within

rapidity that as one promote
promoterr says, these days "everyone
"eve ryon e is a

US borders. Wrestlers now scream at each other their dark
dade. domestic

psychopath"(Leland, 1998, p.
psychopath"(LeJand,
p.60).
60). And bad guys are now heroes. Stone

secrets, sordid tales of adultery, sexual intrigue and child abuse.
abuse.

thug." (p. 60), one of the
Cold Steve Austin, "a foulmouthed, scowling thug:'

Consider this s.cenario:
ce
scenario: Kane, a good wrestler, hides his disfigured
disfigwed fa
Cace

most popular heroes of the late 199Os-a good guy-based
guy- based his character
charader

with a mask. He is
is pitted against the Undertaker, who frequently

on an HBO
HaO program on serial killers. Whereas the universe of TV

punishes his
hls victims by stuffing them into coffins, which as Cantor

wrestling was once grounded in a view of
ofL'SL-,blished
established values, now these

(1999) wryly notes, is
is "a nasty case of adding interment to injury" (p.

values are fluid, relative to the moment; instead of being governed by

20). It
turns out that they are half-brothers, and it was the Undertaker
Illums
who as a child lit the fire
fire that not only disfigured Kane but also killed

set rules, it is now chaotic.
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Until recently, when
w hen parents and other moral campaigners

"needs and gratifications" focuses attention on positive benefits of TV

ensured a diminution of sleaze, TV wrestling had increasingly become
enswed

wrestling by assuming that it serves deep instinctive and/ or social

obscene. Leland (l99B)
(1998) writes,

fWlctions.
fWlctions. Like a pressure cooker suddenly released, TV wrestling is
said to maintain personal sanity and social stability. On the other hand,

To have a character
cl\aracter simulate masturbation with a squirt gun or

cuJtwal
cultural studies locates social values within their role of exploitive socicr

urinate in someone's boots in front of an audience of 7-, 8,-9 year

economic structures. 1t notes how damaging many values are to

aids -~ well there's something demented about that (p. 60).

segments of society.
Perhaps like with no other cultural site wrestling is the difference

And Art Education
Education?
?

between these theories thrown into sharper relief and the relationship

Under the emerging paradigm of visual culture, art education
has an important role to play in
inaddressing
addressing the issues raised by cultural
cuJtural
sites like TV wrestling.

While inverting social norms of official,

politically correct discourse, TV wrestling undergrids the status quo
by extolling th
thee virtues of blind patriotism, patriarchy, and
heterosexuality. Moreover, it does so in such a cartoon cutout way that
alternatives cannot even be considered. While, offering indulgences
in the pleasures of excess, especially the carnival as spectacle, it acts to

reinforce dominant values. It offers an opportunity for resistance and
Iun,
fun, but simultaneously it is socially and politically conserva
conservative.
tive.
Furthermore, to the extent to which it refuses to consider alternatives,
it is reactionary.

While offering indulgence in the pleasures of

childhood anardty
anatclty where big Dlen
Dlen get to behave like two year aids,
olds, it
is underpinned by severe parental prescriptions.

Art education has a role in drawing out the underlying values
embodied in TV wrestling and exposing them to their adolescent
audience for critique. Perhaps no other site more clearly poses the
question: w
when
hen is a cultural
cultwal site Significant because it gratifies deep
needs and when does it fail to serve its audiences' best interests?
At a theoretical level, this question is inherent in the clash between
the two broad types of theory employed to examine TV wrestling and
which have been used in this paper. On the one hand, the theory of

between them made problematic. This is because, unlike most other
popular cultural sites, TV wrestling deliberately sets out to turn
tum social
values on their head. With cartoon-like
cartoon~like clarity, it rejects social norms,
so that it is always possible to say of TV wrestling that while it is racist,
xenophobic, sexist, homophobic and so on, it is also really just great
fun.
fun.

This is not a reason for aVOiding TV wrestling in the classroom
however; rather, it is precisely the problematic nature of TV wrestling
that makes it an especially good cultural
cu!twal site for study and response in
the classroom. Because the dash
clash between gratifying nee4s and
exploiting socia-economic locations for profit and social control is so
strong, 1V
TV wrestling lends itself more than most sites to heated debate.
TV wrestling raises questions Like: what
w hat does it mean to be a man?
How is the stereotype of the testosterone-powered male detrimental
to the development of a balanced, healthy male identity? Does
masculinity have to involve bravado and violence? How do stereotypes
of race and foreign nationals help diminish an understanding of others?
Does the development of a heterosexual identity demand homophobia?
How do the females in a class respond to the erotic male gaze? How
do they respond to the schematisation of females into virgins and
whores? There are many other questions it raises, but the most central
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Many Tsistsistas (Cheyenne)
(CheyemlC) were
lOere killed during tile fight. The
air lOOS
was jufl
full of smoke from gllnfire,
gunfire, and it was almost impossible
to flee, because bullets were
wereflying
flying everywhere.
everywhere, HouJeDe1',
However, somehow
we ran and kept running to
to find a hiding place,
place. As we ran, we
could see tile
the red fire ofSIIOts,
SIIOtS. We got near a hiff,
hill, and there we saw
a steep path where all old road IlSed
IlSed to be. There UJtlS
was red grass
and although
althougll the ponies !tad
had eaten
faten some of it, it
along the path, alld
tOOS still high enough for liS
us to hide,
hide. In this grass we lay flat
our
Wt1S
jIat, ollr
hearts beatingfast; and we were afraid to
to move. It was now broad
daylight,
to the noise and cries of the
daylight. It frightened us to listen to
noise. seemed to quiet down and rue believed
wounded. When the noise
the baltle
battle UKlS
UJtlS aOOut
aJxml to end, we raised Ollr
ollr heads high enough to
see what was going on. We saw a dark figure lying near a hill.
hill,
and later we leamed it was the body of a Tsistsistas
Tsis/sistas woman alld
and
child. The
child,
T'hewoman's
rvoman's body had
Itad been cut open by the soldiers (Hoig,
1979).

Quote from Moving Behind, a fourteen year old Tsistsistas woman,
survivor of Colonel George Custer's massacre of the Tsistsistas people
at the Washita River November V, 1868, near what
w hat is nnow
ow caUed
called
Clleyenne. Oklahoma.
Cheyenne,
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122 Heads
Heads Above
Above Grass
Today it
it is imperative that we acknowledge the brutaHty,
brutality,
intolerance and biased
biased. actions of the past. Thus by
by lifting ow heads
above the tall grass we can move forward
fOfW'ard to personal affinnation
affumation and
and
progress. TItis
progress
can
be
represented
by
the
educational
and
This
artistic exploration of complex issues of our
ow society.
soc.iety. In the field of art
education we can articulate the progress by welcoming the creative
activities of all vectors of youthful
youthful life and culture. Through this
acceptance a wealth of experiences can be deposited to actually create
more understanding and an enriched learning atmosphere.
atmosphere. Once the
multi-form
multi·form stories of life are truly received we must then reverse the
flflow
ow and generate an out-pouring
out·pouring of concepts, emotions and offerings

As that high red grass of the violent Oklahoma prairie offered

shelter and seclusion for the young Tsistsistas woman, she lived to see
many more mornings. That brave young person would grow up to

back to society. The return of these artistic gifts may be in the form of
workshops, lechtres, critiques, dance, theatre, music, public art, visual
art exhibitions and other boldly inclusive expressions.
expressions.

become a respected elder,
tribal leader. We are blessed
cIder, matriarch and tnballeader.
to have had those moments of protection extended to Moving Behind.

Perhaps that time of danger had passed
passed. in order for her to become a
mother, to nurture and teach the children of the future, as well as

words.
facilitate the writing of these words.

•
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In life the act of hiding or being purposely hidden by others may
have once had its place in terms of surviving troubles of the past. This
tactic, as an act of preservation, is useful no more. To confront
coUectively our shared histories in lotal
collectively
total and exchange the truths of this

U4 Cancelling the Queers
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Conference Planning

nation, by artistic means, will generate a fresh and
aJ1d healthy beginning.
Just as the prairie grasses are renewed green each spring such openness
opeemess
of the academy shall serve to see US
US all
aU safely through many more
seasons together.

Dennis E. Fehr, Ed Check, Future Atkins and
Karen Keifer-Boyd

A rural junior high arl teacher responds to an urban school
"Sexual Identities and the Art
administrator's threat that cancelled a "SexuaJ
Classroom" panel session at a state art education annuaJ
annual conference:

It also breaks my heart to hear of such things happening. Just
when you think thai you are making a difference and moving

attitudes in the right direction of awareness, something like this

•

happens-and you are thrO\vu
thro\vt\ back into the "dark
"'dark ages." It is a
good reminder to all of us that our jobs of educating people will
lang way to go.
never be finished - we have a long
w hat would be taught in a
A homophobic administrator, fearfu
fearfull of what

session described as: "Individual presentations combined with panel
discussion exploring Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT)
References

Hoig. Stan, The Bnttle of the Washita, The Sheridan-ClIster
Sheridan-Custer Indian
Campaign of 1867-69, Doubleday Publishing,
Publishing. Garden City, New

Jersey, 1979.

issues in the classroom" mandates that principals in his
his,district "not
allow" their art teachers and students to attend the state's art education
association conference held in their town for the first time in about
twenty years. Additionally, he decides to eliminate previously planned
district support that consists of audio-v isual equ
equipment
ipment and paid

teacher leaves.
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The "Sexual
"Sexua1 ldentities
1dentities and the Art Classroom ".... session involved
four presenters: two high school art teachers, one from Houston, one
from East Texas and two nationally prominent art educators whose
research expertise is LGBT issues. Conference co--coordinators believe

that the topic is too important to summarily dismiss and therefore opt
to offer the session at a nearby state university independent of the state
conference. I CCH:OOrdinators
C<H:OQrrunators know first·hand
first-hand from lesbian and gay

high school students that they nneed
eed teachers, environments, and
curricula
curricu la to include and respect them. Once con fe
ference
rence keynote
speakers learn about the hhomophobic
omophob ic incident..
incident, they make sexual
orientation
o
rientation m
more
ore prominent in their presentations than they had
Originally planned.
originally
o longer includes the cancelled.
cancelled
Since the conference catalogue
cataJogue nno
session, we decide to announce the workshop at
a t the opening general
session. While we unanimously agree to hold the session, we disagree
The administrator does not ask local conference coordinators to

on how to handle advertising the panel Threatened wi.th
with reprisals by

urpose of the session. Instead, he convinces the state
clarify the ppurpose
slate art

local school officials, should we make an announcement using the

education association executive board of his outrage that such a session

original text, disbibute
distribute fliers, or even mention the words "lesbian"
"'lesbian" or

would be offered for educators and threatens to ruin the organization's
organization' s

"gay?" We struggle through several e-mails and meetings on how to

future. As a result, two weeks prior to the conference, the state art
session, Olness
education executive board cancels the session.
Dlness and sleeplessness

advertise the
th e panel and appease local school folk. A bl'\,nd
bl,nd

manifests in several executive board members, as one explains her

way represents the homophobic interchanges between the local

feeling"
fueling"

committee, the state art education association president, and the school

announcement
atU\ouncement written by Ed is a dissatisfying compromise that in no

administrator. We feel silenced and angry,
angry. We utilize Dennis' golden
boy aura 110
0 announce at the opening general
gen eral session as part of a fivefive-1 too am very disappointed in the situation we faced two weeks

minute welcome our bland compromise:
compromise;

ago and have very strong feelings about the entire siruation.
situation. I
have had a very personaJ
personal struggle with the issues faced and have

Gendered
Ge.ndered and Other
Other Marginalized Identities and the Art

had a great deal of difficulty with the entire issue.

Classroom: This wUversity
university seminar highlights low student selfse1fself-hatred, teen suicide, and censorship issues in the art
esteem, self-hatred.

Another
conference attendee not from the area responds: "so sorry
Anotherconference
that this oppressive situation exists,"
exists."

- - ~-

-

classroom.

Feb!
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This paper examines how individual and collective strategies and

Is that a twitch from the association president seated next to his

interventions countered homophobia and censorship in a public venue,

podium? "When 1 was a sophomore art major,
majo~ I realized
realized. that the solitude

in this
th is particular case at a state art education association annual

of the studio was not forme. I changed to art education and my status

conference. We reveal our personal actions and reactions to hysteria,

among my peers dropped. My work was the same, but as one of them

institutional homophobia, and find solutions. Our
Qur individual and

put it, I had joined the 'cut and paste crowd.' And when I began my

collective responses demonstrate how layers of emotional, intellectual

ten years of public school teaching, the community 1 taught in

and activist energy co-exist and that harmony and quick solutions to

considered my subjectafrill.lrefused
subject afrill. I refused to stand for it. But how to change

such complex social problems involve sustained and dedicated efforts.

it?"
"First II looked at art history. This is what 1
I foundfound-its
its themes are

Golden Boy s Five Magic Minutes
Dennis Fehr

war, peace, life, death, love, sex, hate, violence, politics, and religion."
She defmitely twitched that time.
" realized that J
I had been taught a bleached and lifeless vers.ion
version

Following a glowing introduction from the state art education
association president, he majestically rises. Is it his imagination, or does

his aura brighten the cavernous auditorium as he approaches the
podium? His audience of art teachers perch on the edges of their seats,

rich, and shocking, and ecstatic, and scary, and thought-provoking
of a rich..
subject. lhad
Ihad been taught to study how art looks, not what it means. I
determined to teach my students art's meanings."
meanings." Another twitch. More
like a spasm.

their eyes hungry as they await the pearls about to drop from his lips.
He is, after all, The Golden Boy-the demigod who can send any message,

"But then, how to teach it in K-12 classrooms? Thus I began what

challenge any tradition, mock any standard, and be loved only the more.

would become a ten-year study of how to teach real art to kids with

His task on this, tlle
the first morning of the conference, is to welcome the

real needs." Now the past-president, two chairs over, twitches. And

attendees. He has five
live minutes.

didn't the president lower h er head several centimeters?

"Welcome, fellow art educators, to our 2001 conference!" His rich

'1 taught every grade from kindergarten through 121h--mostly
121l1.....-mostly

baritone washes across the rapt audience like healing waters. "I'd like

grade 8. Some of my 8th graders were on alcohol and drugs. When we

to tell a story, starting with this observation: The world is different
now."

studied Jackson Pollock, we talked about alcohol and drugs to
understand the artist and his work, and see what lessons my students
could draw about art and life, because the two cannot be separated."

He pauses, making the mesmerized audience wait for the next
pearl"Art education must change."

The president's chin drops to her chest. The past-president's shoulders
sag.

Peru et al.
Fehr
at. 129

"Some of my students were in gangs. When we studied graffiti
art, we talked about gangs so we could understand
act. Some were
tmderstand the art.
diseases.
having sex. Some of them were getting sexually transmitted cUseases.
Some were becoming parents. When 1[ discovered Barbara Kruger, 1
knew 1 had to teach about her to my students. Through her work we

1.30 Cancelling the Queers
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TIle president moans
mOMS as she slides to the floor.
noor. The past-president
The
clearly needs first aid. The secretary-elect lies prostrate at the fool
fOOl of
the stage, and the treasurer, two rows bac~
ba~ is gnashing his teeth. The
Golden boy must wrap this up and begin CPR.

did
fired-it got me
talked about sex in a way that not
n ot only d
id not get me fired·it
me

"Here's
"Here' s the latest chapter ooff the story: I left K-t2
K-12 to become a

compliments from parents, and m
maybe
aybe prevented a pregnancy or two.

professor. 1] teach art ed majors how to teach real art in a way that does
d oes

And we talked about the beauty of children and family, when young

not tum its face from real life. If you already know how to do these

people wait for the right time to have them, by learning about Mary

things, It tip my
m y hat. If you want to learn
J'll be teaching a course
leam how, I'U

Cassatt and Maria Izquierdo."

in it for theee
three weeks this summer at our satellite campus in Junction.
Just email me
m e at deoois.
febr@t1u.eduandl'lI getyouallset
getyouaU setup."
deoois.febr@tty.eduandI'lI
up."

The president seems to physically be losing m
mass.
ass. The pastpresident is ashen, and the secretary-elect, seated in the first row,

principal.
He ducks a tomato thrown by an assistant principaL

clenches her handkerchief to her perspiring brow.
" Have a rich and thought-provoking conference. You will see the
"Have
lready in abusive relationships. We
"Some of my students were aalready

gentle threads of this new art education woven through the sessions.

studied the sculptor CamiUe
Camille Ciaudel,
Claudel, who suffered at
al the hands of

Unot only be thin.lcing
ride, you'
you'Unol
thinking
My wish is that Sunday on that airplane ride.

Auguste Rodin, and we talked about how to get out. Some were

teach. ",
' I loved this conference,' but also.
'I
also, 'I'm going to change how I team'"

engaged in criminal activity. When we studied Carravagio, we talked

At that point a blast of gunfire sends him diving to the floor.
fl oor. From

about the self-destructive consequences of violence and crime."

behind the podium he shouts, "Have a wonderful conference!
conl'erence! We' re
glad you' re here!H
here!"

•

The president falls
faUs halfway out ofher chair before catching herself.
The past-president is Visibly
visibly trembling. The secretary-elect mouths

So-no
5o--no more Golden Boy. Bad Boy maybe. Oeverly hiding behind

curses. "Some were considering suicide. Although this did not happen

the president's ego, he avoids the lynch mob until, frustrated, they leave

myy school while I was there, one eighth grader shot herself in the
at m

in search of the other conference coordinators.

parking lot at lunch time. That m
orning she had told another student
morning
that her father threw her out-physically threw her through the screen

Now's his chance. He dashes for the exit, but he is headed off by

door and on
onto
porch- because at breakfast in the middle of a
to the porch-because

a second mob, this one larger than the first As he prepares to hide

screaming match, she finally told him that her boyfriend was a girl.

under an abandoned conference catalog, he hears a shy voice: "Excuse

When my students
shldents and 1I studied
Gogh, we talked about
stucUed VIncent
Vlllcent van Gogh.

me, but 1I Simply
sUnply must tell you that was the most wonderful message

suicide. And when we studied Michelangelo, we talked about gayness

I've heard at a conference in ages. And so very badly needed
needed."
."

in a way tha
thait did not get me fired
fired."."

•
Fehr et al.
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Huh?

Living in a War Zone
Ed Check

Another voice: 1
'1 want to take your course this summer. It loved.
what you said."
said ."

IT
Or "queer," does it make you
[f I say I am homosexual, or
"00 you really
And another: "Do
reaUy teach like that? Where do 1J sign up
foryaut
for
your

nervous? rhave experienced various reactions to that simple
disclosure in the course of life. I often wonder whether my
being a queer who asserts his
rus sexual identity publicly makes

Junction course?"

some peop.le
people see the word.
word "QUEER" somehow written

across my forehead in capital letters. And I wonder whether
"Me too! Bravo!"

or not that revelation prevents some from hearing anything

"Here's my address. Will you mail me information about Junction?
And three

else JI say, or whether or not it automatically discounts
anything else 1
I might say. {Italics
(Italics and caps Wojnarowicz'sJ
Wojnarowicz.'sJ
(p. ISO)

of my friends had to leave to attend a workshop, but they want
information

The hostility that I have experienced.
experienced as a gay male in West Texas
these past five years has been described as living in a war zone by

too,"

artist David Wojnarowicz. Just being who 1I am, a gay artist equcator.
eq.ucator,
"Uh , .. of course,
course. I'd love to.·/
to. He notices now that the glow was

puts me at odds w
with
ith many people at my university,
university. in local school

II

not emanating from him, but from
hom the crowd. He may no longer

nne. Bad Boy somehow sounds
be The Golden Boy, but that's fine.
even better,

districts, and within various circles of
o{ friends
friends.. 1I am CIa
no stranger to selfcensorshlp
censorship and internalized.
internalized homophobia. strategies II use to protect
myself and create zones of safety in my life.
In spring of 2001, an East Texas high school art teacher e-mailed

me, asking if there were any presentations dealing
gay.
dea.li.ng with lesbian, gay,
and bisexual issues and the art classroom at an upcoming state
s tate
conference. (Our (aIJ
faU cooference
conference is the largest state art education
conference in the United States.) I replied that none were being offered.
Alter
discussing the
theemaiLrequest
email request witha
with a colleague, I decided
decided. to
todevelop
develop
Afterdiscussing

a panel that included.
included the East Texas art teacher. The four persons on
the pa.nel
panel would address myriad sexuality :issues
issues in relation to art and
teaching: homophobia in the art classroom and school settings, lesbian
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and gay art teacher
teacher's
homophobia, strategies supporting
's internalized homophobia.
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered (LGBT) students,
students, and artists
making art supporting LGBT issues and people.
When 1found
fOWld out that the stale
state art education
eel ucation association executive
board cancelled the LGBT panel for the fall conference, J was angry
happening.in
first place
in the fustplace
and embarrassed. Angry that this was even happening

134 Cancelling the Queers
VVhen
colleague sullied
When I began my tenure.track
tenure-track position in 1996, aacolleague
my nascent reputation with homophobic allegations to local school
district officials. Written in my first year tenwe review was a statement
that if I intended to teach about homosexuality that neither I, nor any
rt education program, would not be
student teachers from our aart

and embarrassed that 1I had been caught off guard. My self-esteem
plummeted and my internaUzed
internalized homophobia escalated as random

weJcomed
welcomed in the local school district O. Stinespring, April 20, 1998,
personal communication).
communication ). tI feJl
felt sick to my stomach as I read this.
Internalized homophobia set in as I initially felt my gay identity was

thoughts flew through my mind:

educatio n program.
compromising our art education
program . In reality it was my

The bigots and homophobes had won.
How could 1I be caught off
0(£ guard?
Why did I ever consider such a panel might fly
Oy in the first pJace?
place?

1I was not attuned to local mores and values.
I1 was wrong!

colleague's homophobia that was the problem. The next day 1I
demanded this person be taken off my tenure committee,
committee.
In the summer of 1998.
1998, 1I gave a presentation about lesbian and
gay artists to a local chapter of Panmts
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (PFLAG). The members wanted to learn
leam more about lesbian and
gay cultures. After my talk,.
talk, I remember a mother telling me several
times how "proud" she felt that her daughter was lesbian.
lesbian.lI could see

the doubt and pain in that mother's face-she was working through
Where 1I live, I observe many professional lesbian and gay

homophobia She so desperately wanted to love
her own internalized homophobia.

acquaintances and friends live in fear for their jobs and reputations.
reputations,

safe and accepting space in Lubbock
her lesbian daughter. PFLAG is a safe

They pub.licly
publicly
few strategies

disconnect from their lesbian and gay lives-one of a
whereby they can live somewhat comfortably within

•

fosters tolerance and change.
that fosters
'
In the ssummer
2001 , we decided to offer
oUer four "We11ness
"WeUness
tn
ummer of 2001,

the hostile
environments. As an
hostile and rampanUy homophobic local environments.

sessions" for free (that included my Sexual Identities panel) at the

openJy
openly gay academic and
Md shtdent
student teaching supervisor, II sometimes

conference. 11canvassed potentlallocal
potential local donors to raise two thousand
conference,

wonder if 1will ever be
of my publiC
be expelled
expelled from local schools because
becauseof
public
sexual identity.
identity.
Homophobia is
is rampant at
at my university.
university_As academic advisor
advisor
for the university's Gay.
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Association
(GLBSA),
(CLBSA), IIhave witnessed countless
countless testimonies from students
students of anti
anti·~
gay violence and overall
fears. Letters to the
the editor in the campus
overall fears.
newspaper
frequenUy condemn homosexuals
homosexuals and
and homosexuality.
homosexuality. Gay
newspaperfrequently
and
and lesbian colleagues keep
keep their
their sexual
sexual identities
identities aa secret. II have
experienced
experienced anti-gay
anti-gay harassment as
as weD.
well

dollan to offset speaker travel and fee expenses. An officer in PFLAG
dollars
dolJars for me.
me. She contacted the
virtually raised the two thousand dollars
minister at Lubbock's Metropolitan Community Church (our local gay
three hWldred
htmdred dollars in aa special offering.
church) and they collected Uuee

Afew other individuals anonymously gave five hundred dollars.
dollars. Others
A
checks for twenty·five
twenty·6ve to
to fifty dollars. She was determined to
10
wrote checks
support our panel and
and make it aa reality.
support
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Cancellingthe
theQueers
Queers

Throughititall,
aU,I flelt
likethe
thegay
gayposter
posterboy-inflicting
boy-inflictingmy
mygay
gay
Through
felt like
agenda on
on aa homophobic
homophobic art
art association
association and
and Lubbock
Lubbockcommunity.
community.
agenda
(Remember, I Jam
am not
not immune
immune toto internalized
internalized homophobia
homophobia myself.)
myself.)
(Remember,
Thestate
stateassociation
associationpresident
presidentconfessed
confessedshe
shecanceUed
theLGBTpanel
LGBT panel
The
cancelled the

maintain
maintainmy
mysanity
sanityby
bydocumenting
documentingmy
myexperiences
experiencesand
andsharing
sharingthem
them
with
others-like
a
war
conespondent.
It
literally
is
a
war
zone
with others-like a war correspondent. It literally is a war zoneout
out
there.
there.

sessi.onbe<:auseshe
because shefelt
leltshe
shewas
was"saving
"savingart
artin
inLubbock
Lubbockschools."
schools. "If
we
session
If we
offered the
thepanel,
panel, "art
Hart teachers
teacherswould
wouldbe
befired
firedand
andchildren
childrenwould
wouldnot
not
offered

Breaking
Brea.Ic.i.ngsilence
silenceabout
about an
an experience
experiencecan
can break
break the
the chains
chains

haveart
art.Social
Socialissues
issueshave
havenothing
nothing todo
todowith
with teaching
teachingart."2
art. ": Replying
Replying
have
that had
had she
she talked
talked to
to us
us before
before agreeing
agreeing to
to the
the administrator's
administrator's
that

of
ofthe
thecode
codeof
ofsilence.
silence.Describing
Describingthe
theonce
onceindescribable
indescribablecan
can
dismantle
the
power
of
taboo.
To
speak
about
the
once
dismantle the power of taboo. To speak about the once

demands, that
that much
much conflict
conflictand
and controversy
controversycould
could have
havebeenavoided,
been avoided,
demands,
made her
her all
aU the
the more
more obstinate
obstinate that
that our
our actions
actions were
were folly
folly and
and ilIill.
made
planned. Exhausted
Exhausted at
at that
that point,
point, IJwalked
walked away.
away.
planned.
In the
the end,
end. no
no one
one from
from the
the conference
conlerence attended
attended the
the panel
panel at
atTech.
In
Tech.
(I even
even rented
rented aa van
van to
to transport
transport conference
conference members
members to
to the
the wUversity.)
university.)
(I
A conversation
conversation wiUl
with ita conference
conference attendee
attendee conflI'IIled
confirmed m
my
suspicions
A
y susp
icions

WlSpeakable
WlSpeakablecan
can make
make the
the INVISIBLE
INVISIBLEfamiliar
familiarififrepeated
repeated
often
enough
in
dear
loud
tones.
To
speak
of
ourselvesoften enough in clear loud tones. To speak: of ourselveswhile
while living
living in
in aa country
country that
that considers
considers us
us or
or our
our thoughts
thoughts
taboo-is
to
shake
the
boundaries
of
the
illusion
of
the
tabo<r-is to shake the bowtrlaries of the illusion of the ONEONETRIBE
TRIBE NATION.
NATION. To
To keep
keep silent
siJent is
is to
to deny
deny the
the fact
fact that
that there
there
are
millions
o
f
separate
tribes
in
this
illusion
caUed
are millions of separate tribes in this illusion called

that our wa
watered.·down
interest. Luckily,
Luckily.
that
tered·down announcement piqued little interest.
one of the panelist's friends, a music education professor atTech, offered

AMERICA.
ur individual
AMERICA. To
To keep
keep silent
silent even
even when
when oour
individual
existence
contradicts
the
illusory
ONE-TRIBE
N
existence contradicts the illusory ONE-TRI"8E N ATlON
ATION is
is

to invite
to attend
to
invite her
her students
students to
attend the
the workshop.'
workshop.l Her
Her students
students were
were the
the
bulk
of
the
audience.
They
politely
listened,
asked
questions
and
bulk of the audience. They pOlitely listened, asked questions and

to
to lose
lose our
our own
own identities.
identities. BOTTOM
BOTTOM UNE,
UNE, IF
IF PEOPLE
PEOPLE
DON'T
SAY
WHAT
THEY
BELIEVE,
THOSE
DON'T SAY WHAT TREY BELIEVE, THOSE IDEAS
IDEAS

thanked us.
us. One student informed one of the panelists that
that he had just
recently
recently "comeou('
"comeou!" and
and that
that our
our timing
timing could
could not
not have
have been
been better
better lOT
faT
him.
him.

AND
FEELINGS GET
ARE LOST
ANDFEEUNGS
GET LOST.
LOST. IF
IF THEY
THEY ARE
LOST OFfEN
OFTEN
ENOUGH,
THOSE
IDEAS
AND
FEELINGS
NE,VER
ENOUGH, TROSE IDEAS AND FEELINGS NE,VER

According to the art association
association president this
this one panel would
have
h ave led.
led to
to the
the destruction
destruction of
of the
the art
art organization.
organization. Further.
Further, she
she stated
stated

that
that the
the goals
goals of
of the
the panel
panel were
were not in
in line
line with
with the
the goals
goals oltbe
of the art
art
association
association (E.
CE. Herbert..
Herbert. personal
personalcommunication..
communication, November
November 26,
26, 20(1).
2001).
Both
of
these
statements
are
consistent
with
h.ow
administrators
Both of these statements are consistent with how administrators and
and
teamers
teachers dismiss
dismiss the
the incredible
incredible incidents
incidents of
of the
the violence
violence and
and threats
threats
regularly
experienced
by
lesbian
and
gay
teens
in
our
public
schools
regularly experienced by lesbian and gay teens in our public schools
(Ruenzel,
999).
(Ruenzel, \I999).
I1record
record this
thisexperience
experienceas
as breaking
breakingaa silence.
silence. 1Imust
mustbe
be vigilant
vigilant
and
andnot
notintemalizeother
intemalizeotherpeople's
people'sfears
fearsanddiscriminations
andc:tiscrinUnationsas
asmy
myissues
issues
or
my
mistakes.
That's
one
of
the
dangers
of
this
kind
of
work.
o r my mistakes, That's one of the dangers of this kind of work. JI

RETURN. (Bold
(Bold face
face and
and caps
caps Wojnarowicz's)
Wojnarowicz' s) (p.
(p. 153).
153).
RInURN.

Refusing Silence
Silence
Refusing
Future Akins
Akins
Future

don' t know
know what
what to
to say.
say. The
The cancellation
cancellation of
of ."0
"D"
section from
from
11don't
" section
theWellness
Welfne5ssession
session finds
findsme
meemotionally
emotionallyfluctuating
fluctuatingbetween
betweenconfusion
confusion
the
and embarrassment
embarrassment with
with occasional
occasional peaks
peaks of
of anger
anger oor
outrage.
a.nd
r outrage.
Sometimes, II just
just want
want to
to scream
scream until
until someone,
someone, anyone
anyone will
will listen.
listen.
Sometimes,
Other times,
times. II am
am too
too shmned
stunned to
to even
evenspeak..
speak. For
For over
over thirty
thirty years
years II
Other
havecaJJed
calledthis
thisplace
placehome.
home.IIhave
havedefended
defendedits
itsuniqueness
uniquenesstostrangers
to strangers
have
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will no longer be able to be this involved w
with
II believe that II wiU
ith this
organization ever again because II am tired and frustrated from feeling

administrators, undermines environments that perpetuate a normalcy

committee--asked
ignored. Never once were we-the local planning committee-asked

that does not fit all students' identities. At this particular school district

ow opinions or the reasons for our decisions. The cancellation was
our

1his perpetuates a
silence of one's sexual orientation is mandated. This

inclusive pedagogies,
pedagogies. supported by policy set by district-wide
dis trict-wide

made without a single question or inquiry. 1I am also tired of trying to

lonely world for the ten percent of the student body born
bom homosexual
homosexual.

repeatedly
explain why human rights are important to us all when I am repeatedJy

•4 This loneliness manifests itself
itseH in social withdrawal, a common

asked why did it matter to me, a "straight"
person,. if there was a panel
"straight'" person.
am definitely tired of being screamed at by the
on gay issues or not. I ;un

psycho-social pattern found in schools that do not practice inclusive

state president of the organization to be and told I was just a marginal

prejudice or hatred toward homosexuals) in your school district, school,

employee within the public school system and easily replaced. Most

classroom, teachers, students, and self.
sell First and foremost, educate
yourself and others about sexual identities and the classroom.!
classroom.s Ask

importanUy,
myth/
importantly, as these events fade into some sort of conference mythl
history, 1I know I will never again allow myself to be even a little part of
the reasoning (or silence.

policies. There are several ways to circumvent ho
mophobia (i.e
homophobia
(i.e.,.,

your state art organization to include sexual identities sessions in their
conferences as annual threads. Ask your district to offer in-services

Art Educator Activism
Karen Keifer-Boyd

annually on the topic of inclusive teaching practices that include LGBT
identities.

Ground Zero: What Does Sexualldentily
Sexual Identity
Have to Do with Art Curricula?
Our focus in this article is on ow
our responsibilities as teachers and
leaders to be cultural workers~working
workers-working to change schools, curricula,

Yesterday 1I visited a massive gravesite in New York City that the

and pedagogies; and on how activism and teaching are slippery slopes,
what it means to do what we believe-the practical costs, community

media refers to as "ground
ground zero." 1his
This term also describes the place

costs, and personal costs.
costs, The "Sexual Identities and the Art Class"
session concerns art teaching strategies to enable self-representation

schools:
We recognize that schools are "ground zero" in our efforts

and presentation of identity in one's art and on ways to build selfesteem in the students who have the highest rate of teen-age suicide.

to curb homophobia.
homophob ia. GLBT youth face
fa ce unspeakable
harassment and abuse in schools.
sch ools. What's more, young

Fear, hatred,
hatred , and prejudice toward
heterosexual
heterosexual solidified
solidifjed our resolution

GLBT people. The average high school student hears 25 anti-

those
of the

who were not
n ot born
vital need for sexual

U

that gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgendered youths experience in

people are learning in schools that it's acceptable to hate

identities workshops
wockshops for teachers and their supervisors. Such students
know they must live a lie about their
their identity in school districts
cUstricts that

gay slurs daily; 97 percent
percen t of high school students regularly

nonnalize heterosexuality. Teaching respect for all
a U people regardless
of race, religion,
reUgion, country of origin, or
o r sexual orientation through

Gay students are far more likely to skip classes, drop out of

hear homophobic remarks.
remarks. This harassment takes its toll:
toll:

Fehr et al 14]
Pehr
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school and/ or commit suicide. (pFLAG, November 19, 2001.

school district's policy to express? What message is seI'lt
sent to the sixth

Re trieved from : http://
Retrieved
http; ll www.pflag
www.ptlag .org/edycation
.org/edycatio n /
scbools.html)
scbools.btm1)

grader who feels attracted to the same gender and knows thisexpressed
polley and differs from what the
attraction in her art is against school pollcy
teacher defines as nonna1?
nonnal? Will you provide an art curriculum that

encourages students to explore an
and
d express hetero-, homo-, bi-, or transFew art teachers in the United States disagdisagre
reee that art

privileged
rivileged over another, or will
sexual identity with one identity not p

communicates ideas and feelings.
feelings. NationalArtStandards,'
NationalArt Standards,~ which shape

some of your students be silenced about who they are? Will your

state and local standards, support self-knowledge, self-representation,

teaching practices help to preventvioleru:e
prevent violence toward homo-, bi-, and trans-.
trans-

p laces a high
and self-identity with statements such as: "arts education places

sexual students and sell-hatred
self-hatred which too often leads
lead s to self-abuse

value on personal insight" (VISual Arts Task Force, 2001). Art is what

through drugs o
orr suicide? Your art class need not be ground zero.

makes us human. It is what we do with text, sounds, movements,
movements.
lighting.
lighting, placement, symbols, colofS,
colol'S, and/or voices to stimulate our

senses and to evoke responses from viewers about our
OUT ideas, feelings,
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Most art teachers raised in a democratic society value
valu e the

] The authors are the co-<oordinators.
co-coordinators. We call ourselves, the Gang

constitutional protection of free speech and include in their curricula

of Four-alluding
Four-aUuding to cultural revolution, a belief that a good society

ways to develop expression of student's critical and creative thinking.

will rise from the past if that past gets past its oppressive lack of

How should the art teacher respond to the child in second grade who

tolerance, Dennis maintained the persona of the Widow Mao in

shows his drawing of his family that consists of two lesbian
Lesbian mothers

planning the conference, the rest of the gang is still seeking conference

when such
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that is against the
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